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FOREWORD

This techni..'al report documents the results of a Helmet Mounted
Display/Sight System Study conducted under USAF contract number
F33615-69-C-1191 the objective of which was to determine the applica-
bility of a helmet mounted sight/display system to a high performance
air superiority aircraft of the F-I5 type.

The contract was initiated under Project 6190, "Control Display
for Air Force Aircraft and Aerospace Vehicles" which is managed by
Mr. John H. Kearns, III as Project Engineer and Principal Scientist
for the Control Systems Research Branch (FDCR), Flight Control Divi-
sion, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio. The work was sponsored by the F-i15 Systems
Prograrn Office, Project 328A and directed by Mr. Eldon M. Bobbett
(FDCR) as Task Engineer.

The work was performed by the Display Systems and Human
Factors Department, Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California
with Mr. Robert S. Jacobs serving as Project Engineer for Hughes
Aircraft Company. The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance on
the project of G. K. Slocum, W. L. Carel, M. L. Hershberger,
G. Wolfson, and W. C. Hoffman.

This report covers work conducted during the period 15 Dec 1968
and 15 July 1969. It was released by the authors in April 1970.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

WILLIAM D. KNOX', Lt Colonel, USAF
Chief, Control Systems Research Branch
Flight Control Division
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ABSTRACT

This report describes a study effort to deLermin, the applicability
of a helmet mounted sight/display system with ermphasis on applications
to the high performance F-15 aircraft. The rnisbions of that aircraft
were analyzed to determine pilot functions where such helmet mounted
systems could be used to advantage.

Alternative approaches to the problem of helmet angle pick-off
were evaluated in order to select the most &uWtabie angle measuring
techniques. An evaluation of selected helmet mounted display charac-
teristics was carried uut both in the laboratory and in flight test.
These studies included viewing F-15 type sensor imagery that would be
presented in the helmet mounted display. Results from tnese studies
led to reconmnendations concerning future experimental programs.

A preliminary design of a combined helmet sight/display device
was based on the findingi of the analytical and experimental
investigations.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUJMMARY

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The development of helmet mounted cathode ray tube ditiplays
and methods for measuring a helmet line of sight has opened up the
possibility of a combined helmet control-display system. The pur-
pose of this program wasn to determine the applicability of such a
system for an advanced tactical aircraft of the F-.15 type.

PROGRAM SCOPE

The study program included th~e following major accomplishments:

Is The configuration and operational sequences po~ttulated for
the F- 15 weapon s ystem were analyzed to dete-rmine Dilot
functions where the helmet mounted isight (H-MS), hielmet
mounted display (H.MD), or combination helmet sight and
display (HMS/D) could be used to advantage.

* A survey of human factors data associated with helmet
mounted displays was conducted. The principle parameters
reviewed were monocular versus biocular presentation,
occluded versus see-through displays, binocular rivalry,
visual subtense of the display, ambient and display illumi-
nation, and frame of reference.

* The helmet mouated display was evaluated in the laboratory.
The laboratory studies centered around measurement of
HMD performance parameters (brightness, contrast,
resolution) and evaluation of the HMD for display of various
types of sensor data. Tests were performed upont CRT's
suitable for HMD ipplication to measure operating charac-
teristics under subjectively optimized operating conditions..

* To gather information relative to performance of the helmet
mounted display in an airborne environment, a brief stries
of flight tests were conducted. Alternative display mech-
anizations were used to eval,'.ate the potential of the helmet
mounted display for flight control, terrain following, ter-
rain avoidance, and landing.

* An evaluation of three helmat pick-off and sight devices was
performed. This consisted of an error analysis and a con-
s~deraticn of other ý-rttical factors important for selection
of the sight technique.

I



0 A preliminary design of a combined helmet sight/display
device was performed based on the findings of the analytical
and experimental investigation. Included in this design was
a trade-off of optical techniques for the helmet mounted
display/sight.

* A program for future research was developed.

In addition to the above accomplishments, a HMS requirenments analysis
using a computer dogfight simulation was conducted to ascertain the
tactical advantage gained by an aircraft system equipped with a helmet
mounted sight, and one-man and two-man aircraft crew requirements
for advanced tactical aircraft were reviewed. The results of this
work contains classified information and can not be reported here. A
separate classified supplement to this report contains the HM' analysis
and crew size information.

PROGRAM FINDINGS

Helmet Mounted Sight/Display Applications

Analysis of the F- 15 mission revealed a number of potential
applications of a helmet mounted sight, a helmet mounted display, or
a combined sight/display. The results of this analysis are summar-
ized in Table I. The dominant dipplay parameter requirements to
satisfy these applications are summarized in Table II.

Laboratory Evaluatibn of Helmet Mounted Display

IIMD image quality was fo-und to be adequate for viewing symbol-
ogy and detailed pictorial information, At the present time, HMD
image quality is considered about equivalent to conventionally sized
panel mounted CRT displays.

With an occluded HMD. vcrv little imrrage degradation occurred
with an untextured external field over a rang- of ambient brightness
from 5 to 2000 foot lamberts. With a textured external visual field,
interaction between the HMD image and the -txternal field, as seen
separately by the two eyes, occurred, and as a result the HMD
information was slightly degraded. When ambient brightness was
increased above 2000 fout lamberts, the pictorial scene became
washed out' and contrast was significantly reduced. The optimum

occlL.ded I{MD highlight brightness was found to be 20 foot lamberts.

Evaluation of low and high transmission see-through HMD's
revealed that the maximum acceptable light transmission through the
see-through optics was 1 percent for daytime use (approx. 4000 foot
lamberts Low transmission optics (15 percent transmission) was



Table 1. Applications Summary

Helmet Device
Mission Segment Display Sight ConiýirnaLion

Take-off 0 0 0

Grui&e 1 (Reference 0 0
Material)

ILS and Lan6. I (If Pattern 0 1
Sensor Used)

Nay. Update

Visual Flyover I (Reference 0 0
Material)

Visual HUD 0 0

Radar 1 0 2

B-Scan Search/Attack 1 0 1

TV Identification 2 0 2

Visual Air Search/

Acquisition

Boresight 0 0 0

HUD/Auto 0 0 0

LGOS 0 0 0

HM S 0 2 0

Air-to-Ground Attack

CGIP 0 1 1

Visual Aided 0 1 1

Manual 0 0 0

Radar 1 0 2

Maverick 1 0 2

Walleye 1 0 2

rims 2 0

Key: 0 - No ,ipplicaticn, i Potential applicati(,n,

Z Recuanmended application

3



"Table IU. F-15 Display Requirements

Pa raeter THWS Ident. optical Radar A/G

Resolution (I'V Lines 4 50 850 -4:5o
Per Diameter) I

Shades of Gray 2 10 10 8

Frame R.tC (lcrtz) b0 30 30 30

Apparent Displ.u 3 10 5
Size. (ntiches) ,it
25 inch viewing
dist ance

acceptable for ambient conditions less than 80 foot lamberts. High
transmission optics (44 percent transmission) was acceptable for
ambient conditions less than 1000 foot lamberts. For both low and
high transmission optics, the optimum tube highlight brightness was
50 foot lamberts.

Comparison of 19-, 34-, 48-, and 63-degree visual sublenses,
obtained using different HMD optical systems, indicated the 34-degree
subtense was most pleasing. Generally, exit pupil size was a
problem. [he 4-mmn exit pupil was too small for even the smallest
19-degree vi.sual stibtense display.

Viewing radar, IN, and air-to-air targets on the HIMD showed
go,)d dIctail was trutsally dis.criminable, and there was no picture
degradation for high contrast pictures. ['here was borne competition
betweeni a textured field to the open eye and detailed information in
the 1IMD, as noted previously. In sme cases, the competition
interfered significantly w'.th the ability to extract detailed information
from the IIMD. This finding was not observed with symbo3lic infor-
mation pre.ýented on the HMD or with low detail photographic
information.

Laboratory evaluation of brightness, contrast, ind resouu'*-n of
three cithode ray LuUei yielded adequate performance, and all three
tubes were judged acceptable. Hiowever, the electromagnetic tube.1
can deliver higher brightness and still maintain small spot size. They
also have the capability to operate the cathode near ground potential
.%nd to h.irigv and adopt the deflection yoke to the def-ection signal
and cable requirements. Marprificturer stated chara,.teristics of
these tiubes are given in Table I1i.

4



Table III. Characteristics of Three SmaUl Cathode
Ray Tubes Applicable to Helmet

Mounted Displays

~s - ~ Total brightness~
Resolution High -Tube Ln gta Screen sine j (Shrinking light Notes

O.V. LRaster) Inscribed
G. } !(Per MIL-.-IE) Raster

CR3011 1.11 In. 5.0 In. 0.75 In. Dia 1 C 500 lin !s/Dia 17S Ft-L Encapsulated
at 7 KV with Deflec-

tion Coil
PI,P4 4.20s

WX-4527-P 1.125 Ln. 7.0 In. M.I. DI E 000to 1000 35 Ft-L P20
Lines/Dis at 13.7 06

8 KV

EZ7P10 0.9 In. 4.76 In. 4.76 In.Dia X Z 800 Li•es/Dia Z0 rt-L PZO
at A.5 KV at 1.. On

2.5 KV

Flight Test Evaluation of Helmet Mounted Display,

Five flights were made in an Aero Commander. Four of the
flights were made during daylight hours; the fifth flight was flown
during dusk and at night. A Shibaden TV camera was mounted on the
left side of the pilot's helmet with the HMD on the right side as shown
in Figures I and 2.

Under normal daylight brightness, difficulty was encountered
using the HMD when the other eye was exposed. Retinal rivalry
effects were marked under these conditions, and it was found neces-
sary to wear an eyepatch covering the left eye. During the nighttime
flight, there was no need for an eyepatch or filter over the open eye.
With the see-through HMD, a 9 percent transmission filter proved
suitable under all daylight conditions, except when flying west into the
late afternoon sun. The 9 percent filter did, however, make cockpit
instrument reading difficult. A variable light transmission filter
was recommended as a solutilo to this problem. A definite need for
aircraft reference information on the 1IMD image was discovered.
With no referencf other tUan the image in the display, subjects were
unable to separate motion of the scene due to head orientation from
motion due to aircraft attitude and azimuth heading, and they experi-
enced dlsorientaticn. A partial solution to this problem was obtained
by placing horizontal and vertical opaque strips of tape on the air-
craft windshield. Peripheral visual cues which provide information
on the angular position of the head with reference to the axes of the
aircraft were also found to be lacking in the HMD system. TVnese

5
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Figure 1. The See-through Display on the Experimental Helmet

cues are present in normal vision b-ut are absent from the HMD
because of the restricted fieldc of view.

Flying terrain following and terrain clearance with the HMD
revealed that pilots could judge lateral distance with reasonable
accuracy, but altitude judgements were less accurate. Repeated
landings accomplished with the HMD showed that altitude and drift
control was not as precise as normal contact flight, but landing could
be satisfactorily accomplished. In general, the flight tests indicated
that reasonable accuracy of aircraft control in complex ground
referenced maneuvers could be accomplished using an HMD.

Helmet Mounted Sight Evaluation

Evaluation of rate gyro, pantograph, and photo-optical HMS
line of sight pick-off techniques showed the rate gyro approach to
produce an error of 2 degrees and requires frequent alignment. The
pantograph and photo-optical approaches meet a 1 0-milliradian
accuracy requircment - 6. 05 and 8. 12 milliradians, respectively. A

6



Figure 2. Cockpit Scene in Aero Commander Aircraft Showing
the Helmet Apparatus and the Subject'E Location.

drawback o&' the pantograph technique is the mechanical linkage
required which could be a safety hazard in high pe:rformance aircraft
in the event of emergency ejection. The photo-optical HMS was
recommended for high performance aircraft of the F-15 type. It
meets the accuracy requirements, does not present a safety hazard,
and is considered to be a moderate development risk system. /

Recommended Helmet Mounted Display/Sight System Design

In arriving at an optimum design for a combined HMS/D, elec-
trical and mechanical design, CRT, optics, and line of sight pick-off
techniques were evaluated. Safety, weight, accuracy, and field of
view considerations were an integral part of the evaluation.

The recommended HMS/D design is illustrated in Figures 3 and
4. It consists of a photo-opti:al light source and sensor pick-off
device for measuring the helmet line of sight, a CR 3015 CRT for the
display device, and on axis reflective optics for presenting the dis-
play to the pilot.

7
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of Recomrnerded Helmet Display/Sight
System Configuration

Recommended Puture Research

A program for future research was developed. The recom-
mended program has three phases:

1. Laboratory study across a broad range of FMS/D param-

eters and advanced tactical aircraft functions.

2. Design optimization study of electrical, mechanical, and
optical configuration design, and

3. Flight test evaluation of selected designs with qualitative
and quantitative data collection.

IS
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Figure 4. Recommended Helmet Display/Sight System Configuration
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SECTION II

BACKGROUND

Considerable work has been accomplished on helmet-mounted
sights and displays over the past decade. Hughes Aircraft Company
with its introduction of the Electrocular display concept early in 1958
(Hall and Miller, 1960) was instrumental in developing hardware that
made possible the examination of the merits of this clas- of device.

As nearly as it may be determined, the notion of introducing a
small CRT display as a head-mounted device was suggested earlier
by the Navy during the course of th: "IP program. A mockup was
constructed for the Navy by the Var, uorp of Garland Texas who used
a CRT developed by the National Union Electric Corp. Unfortunately,
this unit was destroyed by a fire at the Varo plant, and the program
was subsequently dropped. Other early work, oriented more toward
device development than toward the requirements of the human
observer, was the construction of an optical fire control system by
the Farrand Optical Co. This was a head-mounted periscope which
operated as a gun sight and did not contain a CRT display.

At this juncture, Miller and Hall at Hughes Aircraft Company's
Ground Systems Group began a series of human factors experiments,
using an optical bench, to determine the best means of introducing a
display image to the pilot without conflicting with his natural forward
vision. These early experiments permitted only a monocular view of
the target.

Although each eye of the subject received lifferent visual inputs,
it was demonstrated that this did not prohibit perception of both sets
of information. Further results from these experiments pointed out
that the information should be presented in a bright format against a
dark background, with the focal plane of the displayed image no closer
than 10 feet.

In 1960 as -an outgrowth of their previou:- work, Hall, Miller,
and Musselman (1960) tested r. Hughes developed model of the
Electrocular. This unit, for the first time, permitted field tests of
a portable head-mounted CRT display system under prolonged periods
of observation in order to evaluate its possible effects upon the
observer. This apparatus provided for viewing the virtual image of
a CRT displ.y at focal distances ranging from 20 inches to Z0 feet
with the image subtending an angle of 22 degrees. The equipment
provided a "see-through" feature which was accomplished by intro-
ducing the CRT image to the observer via a partially reflecting
eyepiece. Experiments were conducted to determine the mean detec-
tion frequency of subjects monitoring a radar using the Electrocular
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against a second group monitoring a conventional console. Although
the results of this particular experiment were inconclusiwv, it was
found that the subjects experienced little visual fatigue and that the
display was seen as distinct and separate from the surrounding environ-
ment, not occluding other visual tasks or displays in the subject's line
of vision. Further studies were conducted on operator fatique and
birricular rivalry using prolonged periods (2 to 3 hours) of observing
commercial TV via the Electrocular against various background
conditions.

It became of interest, during the ANIP program, to examine the
possibility of synthesizing a display device that would provide both a
"head-up" and a "see-through" capability. Of primary concern was
disorientation during the transition from VFR to IFR in helicopter
flight. A study was conducted by the Bell Helicopter Company
(Fedderson, 1962) which resulted in the introducticn of a contact
analog display into a head-mounted display device. It was concluded
after extensive testing on a moving-base simulator that pilot perform-
ance using this display was independent of head orientation.

In 1963, the Display Systems and Human Factors Department at
Hughes (Culver City) designed and constructed a Helmet-Mounted
Display for flight test evaluation by the Naval Air, Test Center,
Patuxent River, Md. The results of these flight tests included infor-
mation concerning the following:

I. Head room

2. Comfort

3. Vision obstruction

4. Ejection

5. General pilot functioning

0. Visual problems

7. Mounting and dismountir:g of the display to helmet

8. Storage and accessibility.

A helmet-mounted display assembly designed for the in-flight
evaluation of several TV image sizes was recently built and delivered
on Contract F33-615-68-C-1657 for the 6570th Aerospace Medical
Research -Abcratory. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. A display and
interchangeable optics Ii.achrnent were developed which provide
in-flight adjustment and ready installation or removal from either side
of an Air Force .- Gý'- ZA/ P Flying Helmet. A copy of this display was
,isued for the evalation s',f the HMD both in the laboratory and flight
test portions of th•is program.
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Meanwhile, advances in the technology of measuring eye and
head motion were being made. The Autonetics Division of North
American Aviation presented a conceptual scheme for the measurement
of head motion at the Third National Symposium of the Society for
Information Display (Synder, Ungar, and qweenT, 1964). The device,
whiich was one of the first combining a sighting system with a display,
was called the Helmet Mounted Optical Projection System (HOPS) and
the Helmet-position Sensing System (HELPS). This combination pro-
vided a ground-stabilized, collimated C71T display for both efes which
was reported to be visible against operational ambient lighting condi-
tions. Coupled to the helmet was a single-axis polaroid reference
system which detected the phase difference between a reference beam
and one which was rotated due to head azimuth motion. Study results
showed that the head sighting system was comparable in performance
to a hand actuated joystick operating in the position mode.

Other helmet sighting systems that have been developed have
been slanted primarily toward solving the problem of hands-free
operation for gun training and target tracking in helicopters. These
sy3tems have concentrated on the accuracy of measuring head line-of-
sight and consequently are constructed with quite simple optical sight
reticles. A technique in this category of device is the Ujnivac (formerly
the Sperry-Utah Co. ) helmet sight (Aviation Week, 1966), an electro-
mechanical linkage, system that permits the pilot to move freely while
measuring his head motion relative to the aircraft's axes. Th- sight,
which is in the forward field-of-view of one eye, may be flipped out
of the way when not in use.

Hughes Aircraft Company investigated the feasibility of using
rate gyros in a helmet optical target sighting system. The helmet-
mounted portion of the system consists of micro-miniaturized rate
gyros, associated buffer electronics, a helmet indexing system to
provide alignment, and an optical sighting mechanism. An accom-
panying aircraft-mounted system consists of computation concerned
with transformation of coordinates, current aircraft position, and
compensation.

Minneapolis Honeywell has developed a unique method of
measuring the helmet sight angle. The method makes use of
wavelength-selective, solid-state photosensitive devices mo-nted at
diverse locations on either side of the helmet. Light incident from a
fuselage-mounted scanning source periodically activates th.e photo-
sensitive devices on the helmet. The precise helmet sighting angle
is determined by a time-division pulse measurement scheme.
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SECTION III

MISSION AND INFORMATION ANALYSES

INTRODUCTION

In this section, the potential applications of a HMS, a HMD, and
a combined HMS/HMD to the F- 15 aircraft/avionics system will be
considered. For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that a HMS
provides significant advantages for target designation and acquisition by
virtue of its large field of view and rapid response capability and that a
HMD can provide comparable display quality of the b3est state-of-the-
art panel mounted display with the additional features of a rr,,n.ing
head-up frame of reference and a controlled ambient lighting environ-
ment. The discussion which follows will encompass the complete F-15
mission; however, those phases of the mission which may profit by the
particular qualities of the HMS/HMD in visual tasks will be emphasized.

F-15 CRT DISPLAYS

The F-15 aircraft will be a one-man air superiority fighter with
secondary air-to-ground capability. In its primary air-to-air role, it
will carry guns, short range missiles, and medium range missile3.
For air-to-ground missions, it can carry various types of bombs and
TV guided missiles. The sensors will be radar and TV. The avionics
will include cernmunications, inertial navigation, and tactical elec-
tronic warfare subsystems in addition to sensor, computation, and
weapon delivery capability. The single-man F-15 cockpit may contain
as many as four cathode ray tube displays -a head-up display (HUD),
a vertical situation display (VSD), a horizontal situation display (HSD),
and a threat homing and warning system (THWS) display.

Head-Up Displa

The HUD provides a collimated image centered about 4 degrees
down from the armament datum line (ADL) of the aircraft. One of the
purposes of the HUD is to provide suitable information for flight con-
trol in the area where the pilot normally looks in order to permit
head-up operation and thus facilitate easy transition from visual to
instrument flight. Because the image is collimated at infinity, the
pilot's eyes can accommodate to both the outside world and the infor-
mation presented on the HUD.

For air-to-air and air-to-ground weapon delivery, the HUD is an
optical sight with an extended field of view. The determination of the
field of view appropriate for the F-15 weapon delivery mission is
determined by flight control considerations, the gun lead angles
required, the air-to-ground weapon inventory carried, the off-axis
launch envelope of the air-to-air weapons, and tactics.
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The information requirei.ents for the HUD can be categorized by
system modes such as navigation, air-to-air combat, or air-to-ground
weapon delivery. Table IV shows the information required and the
associated symbol for the various F-15 modes.

Vertical Situation D~splay

The VSD/ADI must provide to the pilot: conventional ADI infor-
mation (attitude director indicator); aircraft attitude (pitch and roll); and
steering commands for navigation, air-to-air weapon delivery, air-to-
ground weapon delivery, and landing. In addition, the VSD/ADI is the
primary sensor display (radar and TV). The VSD/ADI must, therefore,
be compatible with a wide variety of data input formats and data rates.
VSD information requirements by mode are provided in Table V.

Hor`.zonial Situation Display

The l-.orizontal situation display (HSD) provides to the pilot all
t?-e functions of the conventional horizontal situation indicator (HSI) -
-ourse, approach, distance, and bearing. In addition, the HSD serves
as the backup sensor display. The symbolic info -mation requirements
for the HSD are essentially a duplication of the information that appears
on a 'hard' HSI. A summary of the information requirements by mode
is shown in 'rable VI.

THWS Display

The primary function of the THWS display will be to warn the
pilot of the presence of a threat and provide information of its direction.
To the extent possible, the following are required: direction of threat,
range of threat, and type of threat.

MISSION SEGMENTS AND HMS/D APPLICATIONS

A representative, but greatly simplified, F-15 mission from
takeoff through air-to-air and air-to-ground attacks and landing is
described and potential applications of the HMS/HMD are briefly
discussed in the remainder of this section.

The mission phases that will be described are as follows:

I. Takeoff

2. Cruise

3. Navigation Update

4. Air-to-Air B-scaa Search and Attack

S. Lsong Range TV Air-to-Air Target Identification
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Table V. VSD Mode Symbols
All TO All AN TO GROUND

AW7,MS VSO (ATTK OR VI) ID VIUI. TV BLIND NAVIGATION

STEERING SOURCE

LOC XZ X0

NOMINCLATUE SYMBOL LOCK 71 - .- l

AlIICrCWI SYM&OL .J" . 0 0 0 00 0 * .* * 0 . . . *

FULL PITCH LADOER DEGREE J

PARTIAL PITCH LADDER EVERYS* 5*

HORIZON TAINS ONLY - - 0 0 S •

ROLL CALE * * * 0 I I

ROLL INDEX a 9 I 0 0 0 i 0 ] 6 © 0

LOCALIZER SCALE I

GLIDESLOPE SCALE I I • i

GIIDISLOPE AND LOCALIZER INDEX ( 0

LANK STIRlING I 0 0 0 0

PITCH STEERING I

RADAR ELEVATION iCALI, INDEX AND
(OIAT GIMAL LIMITS

RADAR ELEVATION COMMAND (

DATA LINK TARGET AREA 0

RADA RANGE INDICATOR 0 w 0 0 0 0

CURSOR 0 0 0•

ALLOWABLE STEERING ERROR AND I.
COALM. STEERING SYMBOL

FINE DOT STEIEING --

RADAR AZIMUTH SCALE 0 * 41 . . .

GROUND PLAN( LINE 0 00 000

TV 01 RADAR DATA 0 0 0 o~ 0 0 *. 4

.. I.PHA-NUMrRICS MolNAnt

L AI ANDI INT(OC.ATION SY% S A,

IR



Table VI. HSD Mode Symbols

NAVIGATION

STC11ING SOURCE

NOM•NCLATURE ISY• L

COMMAND WADINO MARKIR • 0 0 * 0 0 •

WEARING OR TRACK POINTER 0 0 • 0

COLIKE POINTER 0 *

COUIRSE DIVIATION SAM g *

AIRCRAFT SYMBOL -1:-

COURSEOEVIATION DOTS O0 oe • *

TIME-TO-GO (TTG) Q
ALPHA NUMLIURIC$ : : : :

RADAR SACKIP - SAME AS VSO
H|D INSENSITIVE 10 FIiRl CONTROL

-MOODS IXCEPT FOR DATA LINK AND"
UNLl$S USED AS SACKUP.

TV I %CKUP SAMI AS VSO

6. Head-Up Air-to-Air Search and Acquisition

7. Head-Up Attack

8. Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery

9. THWS Countermeasures

10. ILS Approach and Landing

Takeoff

Prior to takeoff, the pilot has selected th: appropriate aircraft/
avionics subsystems modes for the mission and the takeoff phase and
has taxied to the runway. During takeoff, the pilot's primary visual
task is to monitor both the runway through the HUD and the flight data
projected on the HUD combining glass from a CRT. Although it is
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possibie to use a conibined HMS/i-LTD to present the information
normally shown oa the HUD. it is not considered desirable because a
fixed frame of reference to the aircraft boresight is required for
takeoff.

Cruise

Once the aircraft has attained cruise altitude an~d speed. the
primary task is to steer to a selected destination. The F-i5 provides
five enroute navigation modes: destination steering, TACAN, data link,
manual heading, and basic navigation.

Destination steering is used to navigate to a preset latitude and
longitude. Steering is based on a great circle course from the present
position to the cocrlinates of the selected destination. The destination
can be either a target, an initial point (IP), or a waypoint. Command
heading is displayed on the HUD and the HSD. Command bank angle is
displayed on the HUD and VSD. The pilot's task is to null out the head-
ing and bank angle steering errors. In all the navigation modes. Mach,
altitude, pitch, roll, and heading are displayed on the HUD, and roll
and pitch are displayed on the VSD.

TACAN steering is enabled by tuning to the TACAN channel,
setting in the heading of the desired radial on the HSD and selecting
the TCN mode. The HUD and the VSD display bank angle error and
the normal flight data (altitude, air speed, pitch, etc. ). The HSD
displays a fixed aircraft symbol, the direction of the selected course,
and the deviation from the selected radial via a course deviation bar,
a set of arrows, and course deviation dots. A mechanical rotating
compass card scale appears on the HSD in all operating modes. The
pilot's task is to null the steering error so that the center portion of
the deviation bar is aligned with the ends of the bar and against the
lubber line. The appearance of the three displays ir this mode is
shown in Figure 5.

Data link steering comnmands are selected by tuning to the data
link frequency and selecting the data link mode. The HUD displays
command Mach, command heading, and command altitude. A pointer
showing heading to data link offset destination and a tirme-to-go circle
are displayed on the HSD. The pilot flies the aircraft to follow the
con-tran -ms.

The manual heading mode is provided bo that the pilot can steer
to a aelf-3elected heading. The HSD heading marker is set to the
desi.ed heading on the compass card scale, and the MAN HDG mode
is selected. The HUD and VSD provide command bank angle, and the
HUD shows command heading.
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If none of the navigation modes has been selected, the pilot
receive4 no steering commands and steers the aircraft using the HUD,
the VSD, the speed and altitude tapes, and the aircraft track indication
3r. the IISD.

It can be seen that the HUD and HSD are the majnr displays for
the navigation modes. The VSD displays pitch, roll, and command
bank steering, but the same information is presented either on the
HUD or the HSD in the same modes. The navigation modes can, there-
fore, be accomplished without using the vertical situation display. The
HMD could conceivably be used to display either the HUD or HSD data.
However, the use of a HMD to display horizontal situation information
is undesirable because of the variable frame of reference resulting
from movement of the pilot's head. Studies have shown that a pilot
can become highly disoi iented when a display of the horizontal situation
is located in a position that does not correspond to the pilot-aircraft
frame of reference.

Display of flight data and ADI information on the HMD appears
to be a feasible utilization. It provides the added capability of being
able to look anjwhere in the cockpit and still have this information in
the immediate field of view. It is difficult to say whether or not there
would be any performance differences between a fixed panel mounted
display of flight ADI information and the moving frame of reference
HMD. Simulation will be required to answer this question and thereby
determine more fully the potential utilization of the HMD a3 an ADI
display.

Navigation Update

Three methods of performing airborne position fixes are avail-
able to the pilot: visual flyover, visual HUD, and radar (blind). For
all three methods, the pilot first selects the fix point preset number
for which latitude, longitude, and altitude data have been preset. A
FIX pushbutton is then depressed which sets up the subsystems for
proper operation and signal routing for position fix.

Visual Flyover The pilot flies the aircraft over the fix point on the
ground. When the aircraft is directly over the fix point, the pilot
presses a lockon button which initiates update. No potential HMS/
HMD applications exist for this navigation update mode.

Visual HUD. For the case where the pilot flies the aircraft to get th;:
fix point in the HUD field of view, the HUD cursor is called up, and
the pilot positions the cursor over the fix point and presses a lock-on
button, thus causing update. The radar is slaved to the cursor in this
mode and at the nmoment of update measures range to the fix point.
T'he range conib'aed with other data are used to calculate the naviga-
tion error.



The HMS could be used in place of the HUD to accomplish this
navigation update mode. The sight provides the advantages of offset
designation capability with a large field of view. The IUD provides
a field of view approximately +4, -12 degrees in elevatioi, and
*9 degrees in azimuth. A HMS may provide up to *60 degre-es eleva-
tion and *60 degrees azimuth field of view. This large field of vie'w
provides the capability to make offset navigation updates. By so doing,
a greater number of fix points are available for update, and the pilot
is less likely to be forced to change course in order to make an update
because cloud cover occluded some ground areas. The large field of
view provides greater flexibility of miilsion planning with respect to
navigation updates. This application in, recommended for the HMS.

Radar. For radar fix, the pilot flies the aircraft toward the selected
fix point. When the fic point is within the 40 n. mi. radar ground map
range, the pilot selects the radar ground map mode, A radar ground
mip is displayed on the VSD, and the pilot searches for the fix point
on the radar map. As soon as the pilot recognizes the fix point, the
VSD cursor is called up. The cursor is placed over the fix point, and
a control is activated to expand the radar ground map around the
designated fix point. The pilot redesignates the fix point and presses
a button to command update.

The HMD could be used in place of the VSD to display the radar
ground map. The advantage of so doing is that the pilot could maintain
a head-up orientation while viewing the ground map whereas the VSD
requires the pilot to assume a head-down position for an extended
period of time. Although this is a potential application of the HMD, it
should not be recommended without laboratory and/or flight test. A
flow diagram illustrating the fix optiona and a possible use of the HMD
is shown in Figure 6.

Air-to-Air B-Scan Search and Attack

The VSD is the primary display for long range air-to-air search
and attack. In the search mode, the radar returns are displayed on a
B-scan azimruth range rate or range format. After detecting the target,
the pilot calls up the cursor with the acquisition control and places the
cursor over the target return. The VSD, with target returns and
attitude, is shown in Figure 7. He then commands radar lockon at
which time steering commands and launch zone data are displayed on
both the VSD and HUD. Steering and launch data are presented on the
HUD to permit easy transition to a visual head-up attack should condi-
tions warrant, and to allow the pilot to maintain visual surveillance
during long range radar attacks. Figure 8 shows attack steering on
the VSD.
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Displaying B-scan radar on the HMD has the advantage of
permitting the pilot to maintain a head-up orientation. Thus, the pilot
could maintain a search for close range visually detectable targets as
well as long range radar detectable targets without having to change
his visual accommodation or adaptation level.

The B-scan format, which is in essence a horizontal (azimuth
versus range) situation presentation may cause the pilot a frame of
reference problem in a HMS/D. As a best estimate, this seems
unjikely as the pilot is primarily interested in detecting and designating
a target in order to convert to an attack rather than interpret relative
positional information. There is, however, a possible problem in
designation of the target with a cursor and hand control because of the
relationships between the display frame of reference, the head position,
and the hand control axes of movement. Laboratory study will be
required to answer these uncertainties and the potential utility of the
HMD for a B-scan search display.

If the HlMD was to be used as a B-scan search display, it would
be desirable to also use it as the "head-down" attack display to present
steering and launch zone information. To use separate displays for the
two consecutive search and attack functions would be ill conceived.
Therefore, a HMD should only be considered for B-scan atta:k in con-
junction with its potential application for B-scan search and the
converse. The display of the B-scan attack or visual identification
synibology ori a HMD does not in itself cause any problems or result
in any significant advantages. The functions for which a HMD could be
utilized in a head down radar attack are shown in Figure 9.

Long Range TV Air-to-Air Identification

The television identification and tracking system provides a long
range method of visual identification of a potentially hostile aircraft.
In the standard radar-slaved TV-ID mode, the pilot first establishes
radar lock. After radar lock on, the pilot 3epresses a pushbutton.
The FV-ID systei,.i is slaved to the radar line-of-sight, and a wide
fiell-of-view television presentation is displayed on the VSD. The
picot activates a switch on the acquisition control to stabilize the TV
i'•dge and s lews the TV camera to position the target within the limits
of the narrow field of view. A control is activated to get the high
power narro\\ field of view. The pilot slews the TV camera to position
the target within tracking gates and commands lock, The pilot then
monitors the VSD luntil the target can be identified. After identifica-
tion, the pilot re-depressei the switch on the acquisition control to
sirvultaneowslv break TV lock and return the VSD to the radar steering
presentatio:•. Lockon is possiole in either the wide or narrow fields
of view. A n'anual track capabiiity is provided when the radar is not
ope rat ng.
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The HMD could be used to display the TV video. The advantage
of using the HMD is that the radar B-scan presentation could be retained
on the VSD throughout the identification. In this manner, the pilot
could keep track of the target's range and progress as well aq looking
out for new targets. The same potential problem of multiple frames
of reference and using a hand control exist here as they do for the
B-scan search application.

Head-Up Air-to-Air Search and Acquisition

The primary modes of head-up attack are based on establishment
of radar track (angle and range/doppler) of the desired target. The
radar derived angle, angle rate, range, and range rate values are
used in solving launch (or firing) equations and in generating steering
commands. Four head-up air-to-air modes are available in the
represented F-15 detiign for gun or short range missile attack.

Boresight. In the boresight mode, the HUD reticle and the radar
antenna are slaved to the aircraft boresight. The pilot steers the air-
crift to bring the target within the reticle. Upon pilot command, the
radar locks on to the target. An alternate technique is to use the
acquisition control to place the cursor and the radar over the target
and then command lock-on. In either case, steering commands,
launch zone data, and breakaway signal are displayed on the HUD.

HUD Auto (Supersearch). For situations where the target appears
within the HUD field of view, the radar can be made to operate in a
wide azimuth beam mode (HUD Auto) to rapidly scan the HUD field of
view and to automatically lockon and acquire the first target encoun.
tered in range. At lockon, a cursor appears on the HUD, indicating
the radar line of sight and, presumably, ove,. ays the acquired target.
Steering and launch zone information are disp)ayed on the HUD, and
the pilot flies the aircraft to complete the attAck.

Lead Computing Optical Sight (LCOS). The Lead Computing Optical
Sight (LCOS) mode is included in the avionics nubsystem to achieve
air-to-air attacks when the radar is not in use or is inoperative. The
Central System Management Computer (CSMC) computes lead angle
based on own aircraft turn rates and a fixed value of range. Stadia-
metric ranging is used by cdmparing the target size with the 30 and
50 mil circles on the HUD reticle.

Helmet Mounted Sight. The F-15 design has included the HMS as a
basic air-to-air combat mode for offset target acquisition.

The radar antenna and missile seeker are slaved to the HMS line
of sight and pointed at the desired target. Upon pilot command, the
radar automatically locks on and tracks the first target encountered in
range along the line of sight. The pilot may reject the target being
tracked by appropriate control action and command acquisition of other
targets as desired. If the pilot is unable to achieve !radar lockon in this
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mode, he may launch the short range missile while pointing the reticle
at the target. The short range missile seeker line of sight will have
been aligned with the HMS line of sight, and missile preparation will
have occurred prior to launch. If the target is within the launch zone
at the time of lockon, a small indicator light in the helmet sight
illuminates, and the pilot can launch immediately. If the target is
out of the launch zone at the time of radar lockon, steering commands
are also displayed on the HUD for the pilot to steer the aircraft to the
lauinch zone of the missile.

In all of the head-up acquisition modes, the pilot's task remains
essentially the same after radar lock. The aircraft is flown to place a
steering reticle over the target aircraft when it is within the HUD field of
view. An annulus on the steering reticle with two tic marks represents
maximum and mininmum range to the target. A breakaway symbol
appears on the HUD at the appropriate time. Figures 10 and 11 show
the HUD during a short range missile and gun attack.

The boresight, HUD auto, and LCOS modes are not applicable to
HMS or HlMD because of the fixed aircraft frame of reference which is
basic to these modes. The HMS mode is a selected application as opposed
to a potential application. This application of the HMS for air-to-air tar-
get acquisition is specifically for extended off-boresight target acquisition. In
effect, the HMS more than doubles the acquisition envelope provided by
the field of view of the HUD. An effectiveness analysis which analyzed
how the HMS could enhance F-I 5 weapon system effectiveness by provid-
ing off-boresight designation capability in close quarte,'s air-to-air
combat is contained in the Confidential supplement to this report.

It is inappropriate to consider using the HMD in place of the HUD
to display aircraft steering and launch firing information. Even if the
HMD could be used for the attack steeri.:g, it makes no sense to switch
from the HUD to a HMD in the middle of the task sequence. The con-
verse, however, is not true. In the F-15 HMS acquisition mode, the
HUD is used to display the steering and launch data. The F-15 HMS
mode provides for the capability to complete a missile attack using only
the HMS for the case where the target is within the launch zone at the
time of acquisition. A small light in the sight illuminates when this
situation exists. A combined HMS/HMD could conceivably be used for
the F-is HMS acquisition and attack sequence (the sight for acquisition
and the HMD to present attack steering information). The advantage
of a combinei HMS/HMD is that if the rad4 r lock is broken it could be
quickly reestablished with the HMS.

Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery

The F-15 avionics subsystem model used provides visual and
radar (blind) delivery of standard air-to-grouna weapons (bombs.
dispenser munitions, gun, rockets, etc.), and delivery of TV guided
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electro-optical weapons (Walleye and Maverick). Five basic air-to-
ground modes are provided depending on the target, weapon desired,
and environmental conditions. A manual backup depressed reticle is
also available.

Visual Continuously Computed Impact Point (CCIP). The Visual Con-
tinuously Computed Impact Point (CCIP) mode uses the radar for
ranging on the ground area within the CCIP HUD reticle, the inertial
platform for velocity measurements, and the central computer for
computing the CCIP position based on the weapons selected, velocity,
etc. The CCIP mode is applicable for all gravity weapons and for
guns and rockets. The pilot steers the aircraft in heading and dive
angle to post2ion the CCIP reticle over the target. A picture of the
HUD elements in this mode is shown in Figure 12. The reticle indi-
, ates the Point the weapon would impact if released at that particular
instant. Also shown on the HUD are the aircraft velocity vector, an
artificial horizon, predictei bomb impact line (PIL), slant range to
CCIP, and breakaway symbol. The pilot releases the weapon manually
by depressing the weapon release button on the flight stick.

Visual Aided Weapon Delivery. The Visual Aided mode is used if the
CCIP is off the field of view of the HUD as for a high drag weapon or
for vidual IP delivery. Corntrol logic is modified for this mode from
the CCIP moee by the piiot calling up a designation cursor on the HUD.
The pilot places the curror over the target and depresses a lockon
button. A steering reticle now appears at the same elevation as, the

cursor and the pilot flies 'he aircraft to keep the steering reticle and
cursor (target) supe~rimposed. Weapon release is automatic. The

Figure 12. HUD, Air-to-Ground CCIP
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pilot can redesignate the target should the cursor drift off the target.
The aircraft altitude, speed, and attitude are not limited except by
cenditions imposed by safety. The aircraft may be pulled up or
marneuvered before and after denignation.

Manual Visual Weapon Delivery. A manual visual delivery mode is
provided to permit noncomputed weapon delivery in case either the
central computer or the HUD CRT display is inoperative. The pilot
turns on the standby HUD reticle, depresses it to the desired angle,
establishes a desired delivery flight condition (speed and dive angle),
lines the target up with depresaed ieticle, and releases (or fires)
based on pressure altitude.

A combined HMS/HMD could oe used in place of the HUD to effect
the visual CCIP and aided air-to-ground weapon delivery modes. It is
questionable whether the HMS/HMD offera any significant advantage
over a HUD, and there is the unanswered question of how well the
performance of a HMS/HMD would compare with the proven HUD
approach. Possible advantages of the HMS/HMD approach are the
ability to acquire the target outsida the HUD field of view when navi-
gation error results in significant deviations from the planned flight
path and the ability to use visual offset points when the target cannot
be found. A HMS br HMD has no applicatian for the manual visual
mode since a fixed depressible reticle referenced to the aircral't ADL
is required.

Radar Blind Bombing Weapon Delivery. An all-weather blind bombing
mode is provided by utilizing the attack radar in a forward sector
ground map mode. The pilot selects this mode which causes the VSD
to present a sector scan radar ground map as shown in Figure l1 and
sets up appropriate signal routing and computation. When the pilot
recognizes the target on the radar map, he calls up the VSD cursor
and places the cursor over the target. On command, an expanded radar
map appears on the VSD. The pilot redesignates the target on the
expanded scale r&.dar map and initiates lockon. This causes the radar
to point to the designated point on the ground. Heading error, target
designator, horizon tabs, and bomb release line are shown on the VSD.
Heading error is also shown on the HUD. The pilot flies the aircra.ft to
null out heading errors and, at the appropriate time, depresses and
holds the weapon release initiate button on the flight stick until auto-
matic weapon release occurs. A breakaway symbol appears on the
HUD.

The HMD could be used in place of the VSD to display the radar
ground map and steering information. As was the case with the radar
navigation update, the advantage of this is thai the pilot could maintain
a head-up orientation while performing the radar bomb delivery,
whereas the VSD requires the pilot to assume a head-down position for
an extended time period. Use of the HMD for a radar ground map
display is a potential application, but not a greatly advantageous one.
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Figure 13. VSD Radar Ground Map

Electro-Optical Weapon Delivery. Both Walleye and Maverick attacks
are included in the F- 15 avionics armament inventory. Selection of
the Walleye or Maverick modes activates the missile TV camera for
display of a TV ground map on the VSD and enables a caged reticle
on the I-IUD. The pilot maneuvers the aircraft to place the target in
the HUD reticle and observes the TV video on the VSD to recognize
the target

The combined HMS/HMD may provide a significant performance
improvement for electro-optical weapon delivery, particularly the
Maverick. In Walleye weapon delivery, the pilot must recognize the
target through the canopy and then maneuver the aircraft so that the
TV sensor on the missile is pointed at the target. He must then
recognize the target on the TV video. Maverick operates similarly
except the missile TV sengor is slewed via a hand control rather than
maneuvering the aircraft. In both instances, the pilot must go from
a head-up to a head-down position which may occur several times
until he finds the target on the TV display. This is compounded by a
fairly severe time limitation imposed by the visual target recognition
range and aircraft speed. By using a combined HMS/HMD for the
visual and TV video presentations, the pilot does not have to look back
and forth between the HUD and the VSD. This should reduce operator
task time and reduce the probability of nat finding the target on the TV
video. Although both Walleye and Maverick represent potential appli-
cations of a combined HMS/HMD, the Maverick is better suited
becau..e use of the HMS/HMD is largely independent of aircraft control
and the powered Maverick miss ile allows for offset attack using the
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HMS/HMD as a pointing /acquisition technique, Electro-optical weapon
delivery, therefore, appears to be a significant application of a com-
bined HMS/HMD.

Threat Homing and Warning

Threat Homing and Warning System (ThWS) display is provided
in the representative system for the purpos. of warning the pilot of the
range, azimuth, elevation, and type of threats.

Since the size of the THWS CRT is not critical from an informa-
tion display standpoint, the unit was optimized to best fit the cockpit
installation constraints.

In the design, the THVTS display is located to the right and
approximately midway between the HUD and VSD. Normally, the pilct
will not monitor the THWS display unless a visual warning via ALERT
and LAUNCH plaques on the HUD parel and/or an aural warning through
the headset directs his attention to it.

The HMD could be used to display both the warning and the 7HWS
eituation information. The major advantage gained by this approach is
that the THWS information would always be in the operator's field of
view regardless if what the pilot may be doing or where he is looking.
A second benefit is that a panel mounted display could be deleted to
provide additional panel space as well as cost and weight savings.

An application closely related to THWS is tail warning. The HMD
provides a convenient display by which a rear mounted TV camera could
supply a view behind the aircraft, e.g. , 6 o'clock low, to prevent sur-
prise tail attacks.

ILS Approach and Landing

The HUD is the primary display used for aircraft landing in
either VFR or IFR conditiona. When the pilot has selected the ILS
mode, the HUD displays localizer and glideslope scales and commands,
pitch and roll commands, KIAS, low scale altitude, heading, and pitch
angle. A combined HMS/HMD could be used to display the same infor-
mation as the HUD. However, there does not appear to be any signifi-
cant advantage in such an application over the HUD or direct vision.
A potential application for aircraft landing, not part of the F-15 system,
is a display of low light level TV on a HMD to accomplish landings on
unmarked airfields at night.

Applications Summary

A summary of the applications based on a model F-I 5 configura-
tion is provided in Table VII. The dominant display quality requirements
needed to satisfy these applications are shown in Table VIII.
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Table VII. Applications Summary

HelmeL device
Mission Segment Display Sight Combination

Take -off 0 0 0

Cruise I (Reference 0 0
Material)

ILS and Land I (If Pattern 0 1
Sensor Used)

Nay. Update

Visual Flyover I (Reference 0 0
Material)

Visual HUD 0 2 0

Radar 1 0 2

B-Scan Search/Attack 1 0 1

TV Identification 2 0 2

Visual Air Search/
Acquisition

Boresight 0 0 0

HUD/Auto 0 0 0

LC OS 0 0 0

HMS 0 2 0

Air-to-Ground Attack

CCIP 0 1

Visual Aided 0 1 1

Manual 0 0 0

Radar 1 0 2

Maverick 1 0 2

Walleye 1 0 2

"TFHWS 2 0 1

Key: 0 - No application, 1 Potential application,

2 Recommended application
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Table VIII. F-15 Display Requirements

Parameter A/G Electro-
THWS TV Ident. optical Radar A/G,

Resolution (TV Lines 450 850 450 512

Per Diameter)

Shades of Gray 2 10 10 8

Frame Rate (Hertz) 60 30 30 30

Apparent Display 3 J0 5 5
Size (inches) at
25 inch viewing
distance

ONE-MAN, TWO-MAN AIRCRAFT CREW CONSIDERATIONS

In the preceding mission analysis, criticz! tasks -hich rouid
make use of the HMD/HMS were identified, and HMD/HMS display
requirements were developed for the tasks identified. Thesc Analyses
have made no assumnptiorns about crew size, viz. , one or two n~en.

A study which would be desirable to conduct is the comparison of
one man versus two men with and without the HMD/HMS. The central
question of interest is as follows: If one man cannot ineet F-15 per-
formance requiremente because of task-time loading whereas two mien
can, would the addition of the HMID/HMS reduce task-timre loading to
the extent that one man could meet the performance requirements " To
adequately answer this question requires a detailed and exact task-timle
lIrie workload analysis. Unfortunateli, such a study is beyond the
scope of this contract. There is also a lack of time data for which to
base such a study. If a definitive study of this nature is requ .ired for
evaluation of H-MD/HMS, part-task simulation of selected mission
segments will be required to obtain the data.

Although it is not possible to conduct a one-man, two-mian HMD/
HtMS study at this timie, there have been some recent crew size studies
conducted in support of the Navy Multimission Fighter/Attack Aircraft
concept and the proposed Air Force F- 15 air superiority aircraft which
miay provide son,,- partial answers. These are described in the
classified supplernient to this rcport.
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SECTION IV

HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY

INTRODUCTION

A brief survey of the human factors literature relevant to helmet
mounted displays is presented, and considerations of perceptual phe-
nomena encountered with such displays and the visual mechanisms
underlying these phenomena are discussed. A discussion of some
relevant experience with display magnification and display .control
compatibility is also included. The literature survey is followed by a
disc,;ision of laboratory and flight test evaluations of helmet mounted
dif.plays.

Most of the laboratory and flight test evaluation was devoted to
obtaining subjective impressions of perceptual effects and evaluating
displayed image quality. During the laboratory study, a wide range of
sensor imagery was examined. The types included were radar, elctro-
optical, ard symbolic imagery.

The available displays were also flight tested to give an estimate
of the feasibility of such displays at an operational level, to identify
problem areas, and to evaluate the various configurations.

SURVEY OF HUMAN FACTORS DAT.A ASSOCIATED WITH HELMET

MOUNTED DISPLAYS

Binocula: Kivalry

A HMD can result in different images being presented to each
eye. In this case, fusion of the two images cannot occur because of
binocular rivalry. The problem of binocular rivalry has long
interested experimentai psychologists and has been subject to
renewed interest cver the last several years. Much of this work has
been concerned with the study of simple visual fields. Rivalry between
very complex visual fields has not been studied. Some general rules,
however, can be stated from the literature as follows:

1. Rivalry may be a complete alternation of the two visual
fields or a mosaic consisting of parts of both fields which
varies. Usually in the latter case, one field will tend
to dominate.

2. The field with higher contrast will dominate during rivalry,
i. e. , suppression of that field will be for shorter time
periods than will be suppression of the less contrasted
field.
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3. A field with the greater contour density will be the dominant

field.

4. The brighter field will dominate over the less bright.

5. Rate of alternation tends to increase as the diffe).ence in
size of items in the two fields increases.

6. Alternation is not under complete voluntary control.

7. Tinme on task reduces the alternation rate.

Several theories exist that attempt to account for the phenomenon
of rivalry. Helmholtz in 1886 suggested an attention theory where he
considered that competition took place in central processes. There
are two perceptions, and attention determines which one will come to
awareness. This theory tends to be circular, as what determines
attention can only be empirically determined. An alternative theory
is that of Hering in 1864 who considered that the binocular impression
arises from a mixture of monocular excitations, where the excitations
from coiresponring areas are not summative. In other words, each
retina makes a contribution, but the amount depends on the nature of
the image. In Hering's view, contours always dominate, and this is
the hard core of his rivalry explanation. Til;'k theory does not depend
on experimental factors or the mental sn ji 'A te observer. Another
theory, based on the Gestalt school, ,std that the important
factor was that a figure is either pt., .-v-id .:tirely or not at all, and
that this requirement leads to competitir'r,.

More recently, Levelt (1965) has discussed these theories in
detail, and has presented an alternative theory which considers that
rivalry is a result of conflict between two visual mechanisms, namely
binocular brightness averaging which operates so as to average out
the brightness for corresponding points of. the two eyes, ,.nd the second
is a contour mechanism which acts so as o leave the area in the
vicinity of a distinct contour unimpaired. This means that for the
particular situation where symbolic information is presonted to one
eye, and a textured field (such as a ground map) to the other, the
textured field is going to be particularly degraded at the contours of
the symbolic information. This may be undesirable if the symbolic
display is being used to mark a location or to track a point on the
textured field.

One property of the binocular rivalry situation is that the
operator's reaction time to a critical signal in the suppressed eye
will be slowed (Fox and Check, 1968). This reduced responsiveness
of the suppressed eye is further demonstrated by the fact that no
pupillary reflex is found when an inhibited eye is stimulated by a
flash during binocular rivalry (Bokander, 1967).
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Image Superimposition

In the case of a sea-through HMD, two different fields are
superimposed and presented to one eye. The possibilty exists that
there will be confusion between the field the pilot wishes to see and
the remaining field. Although the see-through case is sim 'lar in this
regard to Head Up Displays (HUD), the HMD differs in that display
brightness is lower than that obtaintd in a HUD. Furthermore, a
FUD usually indicates only symbolic information; whereas an HMD
may present literal sensor information such as grund map radar.

There is not a great deal of iniormation reiating to the effect of
superimposition of diffeient images. Hall and Miller k1963) carried
out a series of pilot studies to examine the operator's li,-,itationri with
respect to this problem. The experimental design was such that the
observer was presented with a monocular virtual image of various
slow moving targets whic', appeared at preselected random positions
across the visual field. These targets were seen by the observer,
with one eye, via a reflecting eyepiece. They appeared to be super-
imposed on different static backgrounds at a distance of 10 feet. T:-Ie
speed of the targets was 8. 76 degrees per second, and the exposure
time was 0. 28 sec. The other eye also was open az.d was able to see
the background scene but not the targets. The task of the ý;bserver
was to detect and identify the targets, which had high enough contrast
so that they could be distinguished easily from the background The
subjects also were asked questions concerning the contestA )f the
background scene to ensure that they actually were paying attention to
it as well a3 to the targets.

The results showed that subjects were able to detect and ideutify
a very high proportion of the targets, as well as observe details i:
the static background.

In that experw.ment, the bulk of the informatior. .re3ented to the
observer was seen by both eyes. The observer was not shown a
highly detailed additional image for the target. Thus, the circum.-
stances used were not ones that would produce retinal rivalry as "he
images to each eye were so disparate that fusion could not take place.
However, the study does show that superimposition of image-, can
yie'd good information to the observer fron. both display soorces.
This is not to say that they were actually seeing two fields .rr..ane-
ously. Rather. they were able to divide thei:- attention efficenty
between th#, two sets of information. Further experin.,zntatton .vii.•

similar experimental procedure indizated that no .atigue elf.,cts
occurred wlien the subject was instructed to pay attent~on to a film
presentation and to identify a pattern oi iots over a pe iod .* : -ever.sl
hours.
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Because the display is head mounted, with see-through optics,
the inmage mioves through the surrounding environment as the observer

nmoves his head. As a result, the displayed information should be seen
as distinct and separate from the surrounding environment due to
relative image movement. When displa-' surfaces are superimposed,
a number of optical conditions L:an affect iUow these surfaces are
perceived. Some variables of interest are the following:

1. Relative biightness between the two surfaces

'.Relative focus between the two surfaces

3, Relative motion between the two surfaces

4. Distribution and shape of the elements comprising the two
surfaces.

Caret (1961) found that the two most important cues in separating the
displayed images were relative brightness and relative focus. He also
found that motion helped separate the two systems into unified wholes,
while element size did not.

Gercrally, figure-ground confusion effects between the two fields
is not very marked if a random visual pattern is superimposed over a
structured image. Man im relatively impervious to the effects of such
visual noise (Roberts, 1962). On the other hand, contoured visual
noise is more objectionable than random noise to the human observer
(for example. cuantization noise). The possibility then exists that
superimposition of images in a combining glass system might lead to
degradation of performance. In some respects, this situation
parallels the auditory binaural listening situation studied extensively
by psychologists interested in the selective attention abilities of the
human. Unfortunately, this general interest has not included the
visual modality.

Biocular HI D (Image Alignment)

In Biocular presentation of HMD information, the displays must
be aligned so that the operator can fuse both images into a single
picture. But it is not necessary for two displays to be perfectly
aligned in order to fuse the two images. A small amount of
discrepancy can be tolerated. This defines the so-called fusional
areas of Panum areas. The angular extent of these areas in both the
horizontal and vertical direction has been measured, and it has been
found that Lhe Panaim area is smaller in the fovea than in the
periphery ,f the eye. Ogle (1950) found horizontal foveal fusional
areas of 6-8 min of arc. Levelt (1965) suggests, that the fusion of
parallel contosire within Panum's area may be understood as the
inhibition of the contour presented to one eye by that presented to the
other.
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Display Magnification

When the display is presenting a sensor imagery instead of a
direct view of tV real world, the question of display magnification is
raised. Data relevant to the effect of display rmagnification was
gathered during a study of flight by periscops. it is relevant to the
HMD in that field of view (FOV) is limited, and the display is tie only
source of outside visibility. Roscoe et al (1966) investigated the use of
periscope displays in making takeoffs and landings wvith variable image
magnification. Three different inagnificailons were studied: 0.86,
1.2 0, and 2.00. The results showed magnification affected the constant
errors of pilots in point of touchdown. The mean point of touchdown for
periscope landings was an inverse linear function of image magnification.
Variable errors in point of touchdown were also iffected. The
smallest err3rs occurred when the image magnification was such that
objects appeared the same distance away as they would when viewed
with unrestricted contact visibility. The optimum image magnification
was found to be 1. 20 fnr the particular periscope used, but the authors
cautioned that this would not necessarily be the value of any other type
of periscope. It was found that magnification less than 1. 0 distorts
the view of the outside world in ways that may seriously affect the
safety and the accuracy of a pilot's performance of ground referenced
maneuvers. Angular distances from the center-line of the periscope
appear too short, and linear distances in the horizontal plane appear
too long. These illusions apparently affected the landings made by
pilots in a number of potentially serious ways.

A reason for an optimum magnification of just over unity may be
contained in the observations of Imber, Stern, and Vanderplas (1954)
who found with restricted FOV devices an apparent minification for
objects at larger dibtances.

Frame of Reference

The interpretability of HMD displayed i,.iformation when the pilot
has his head turned to the left or right is a r-..ajor potential problem.
This question relates to the possibility of interpreting and responding
to a roll error as though it were a pitch deviation.

In an effort to answer this question, Bell Helicopter Company,
under a joint Army-Navy contract in 1962, performed a minimum
effort simulation atd evaluation study.

In the Bell study, subjects were instructed to control the attitude
and heading of a helicopter so as to maintain a hovering position rela-
tive to information presented on a contact analog display. The display
consisted of a 1 -inch CRT mounted face down on a standard military
helmet. A mirror was mounted at a 45-degree angle in front of the
right eye and just below the face of the CRT
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Following the completion of pre -test training, five subjects were
given seven sessions of 12, 2-minute trials. Three viewing conditions
were evaluated. These were as follows:

1. A forward-looking view in which the subject's head was
clamtped in a forward-looking position and coincided with
the field of view presented in the display,

2. A condition in which the subject's head was clamped in a
position 50 degrees to the left of the media.i plane with a
forward-looking view presented in tiLe dispLay, and

3. A condition in which the head was clamped in a position
50 degrees to the right of the median plane with a forward-
looking view presented in the display.

Following completion of the seven experimental sessions,
the subjects were given eight 2-minute trials on a condi-
tion in which the head clamp was removed, and they were
free to move their heads both to the left and the right.

The results indicated that pre-test performance on a panel-mounted
contact analog display was far superior to that exhibited on the helmet-
mounted display. This was to be expected because the panel mounted
display was near optimum in terms of resolution, clarity, comfort,
and subject experience. Such was not the case with head mounted dis-
play. Although the subjects performance deteriorated when using the
head-mounted display, the deterioration appeared to be distributed
across the three head-position conditions and was not restricted to any
particular orientation. As determined by the Walsh test of signifi-
cance, none of the performance differences between left and right head
position were significant when compared with the condition in which
the forward-looking display view coincided with the orientation of the
head.

Campbell et al (1955) installed a periscope device with a hand-
operated direction-pointing control in the nose of a B-17 aircraft.
Pilots were required to perform straight-level flying, turns, climbs,
descents, patterns, final approaches, and landings. Varying orienta-
tion of the display during flight caused difficulty of aircraft control.
This suggests that a restricted field of view display which does not
display the direct forward position can result in marked spatial
disorientation.

Kibort and Drinkwater (1964) in a flight study of landings using
panel niounted television displays found that some confusion could
arise from placement of the TV sensor. This occurred when the
spatial movement relationships between the camera and that normally
experienced by the pilot did not correspond.
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DISPLAY DEVICES USED IN EXPERIMENTATION

Occluded Display

Five different occluded HMD optical systems were evaluated in
the laboratory. These are shown in Figures 14, 15, and 16. The
display system is shown mounted on a flight helmet in Figure 17.
Thesi display systems were developed in conjunction with previous
programs.

The optical system works as follows. A primary image of the
face of the CRT is formed near the eyepiece via a relay lens system.
The eyepiece (eye lens and field lens) produces a virtual image at
the proper diameter for the eye. First surface mirrors fold the
opticai system into the desired geometry. The aperture stop located
between the relay lenses determines the exit pupil diameter
(approximately 4 mm for all occluded optics). The eye relief is
somewhat affected by the position of the aperture stop. The stop
position was primarily chosen for best optical performance
(minimum aberration conditions). A field flattener lens is utilized
over the face of tha CRT to compensate for the field curvature inherent
in the relay systems.
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Figure 14. Optical Layout of an Occluded HMD
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Figure 15. Overall Layout with Optical Details for 630 and
480 Visual Subtense Displays

Weight Analysis. Calculations and actual weighings indicate the

following:

Weight (ounces)

Latch Assembly (Shown .n Figuie 41) 3. 50
CRT ant Tube Assemnbly 7. 13
Alternative Optical Tube Assemblies

Visual Subtense
630 3.77
480 3.38
340 2.70
280 2.70
190 Z. 44

rOtAl 1iMi) weight rnly variee from 14.40 to 13.07 -ounces.
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Figure 16. Overall Layout with Optical Details for 340,

280 and 190 Visual Subtense

See-Through Display

A see-through display is shown in Figure 18. Only a single
system of this type was available. It is simple in design. consisting
of two reflecting surfaces separated by a compound lens system.
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EYEPIECI[S COWW LENS

GLASS

Figure 18. See-Through HMD Configuration

The FOV of the external environment available to the viewer as
seen through the combining glass is 390. The CRT image of the HMD
only fills the center of the combining glass with a visual subtense of
20, as shown in Figure 19.

LABORATORY EVALUATION OF HMD

The purpose of the laboratory study was to provie.I an under-
standing of the perceptual phenomena associated with the use of an
HMD and to evaluate selected display parameters. It should be
pointed out that these results and conclusions may be dependent in
part on the display-camera electronics system used for the study,
particularly i.mage quality factors. Much of the laboratory and flight
evaluation reported here was carried out with Hughes Aircraft
Company funds. This in-house work supported the development of
HMD equipment used in the studies.

Both pictorial ground map and target test patterns were used in
the laboratory evaluation. The image* were obtained via a Fairchild
TV Camera TCS-950 equipped with a high quality vidicon. 525 line
raster. Z:1 interlace, and v 130 camera FOV. The external
environment was either an untextured uniform white field or a
structured pictorial scene. The brightness of these external fields
was varied by changing the ambient light faillng on the scenes. The
highlight brightness for the CRT face was approximately 50 foot
lamberts when the picture was adjusted for optimut, quality.
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Figure 19. View at
See-Through

Eyepiece

Occluded Display

The optics. efficlency HMD occluded optics was found to
be appro:imately 4(C percent each display subtense optics. The
highlight brightne. c ef tht imrrage at the eyepiece was optimized at
20 foot lamberts.

The degradation c: the HMD pictorial image was negligible
over the. range of external brightn~ess generated in the laboratory, that
is. up to 2400 foot lamberts. It wai observed that when viewing
significantly higher brightnesses (euternal daylight) the pictorial
scene tends to be "washed out" and the contrast appears to be reduced.
The important point is that the effect is not significant until very high
external field brightnesses are used. These data approximate those
of previous investigations in which the thresholds in one eye were
found to be dependent upon stimulation of the other eye. Crawford
(1940) found little binocular interaction. 5ouman (1955) extended this
work and showed that absolute and incremental thresholds for vision
in one eye are independent of contralateral stimulation whet. this is
measured during periods of dominance of the eye under concern. The
impression obtained ir. the laboratory indicated the same result; very
.ittle interactio.i occurred. However. some rivalry sefects were found,

and there was at times a marked latency before a judgment could be
made. Another relevant experimental factor involved ,I% this situation
is the fact that ambient light can stimulate the occiuded eye even if
there is no light leakage in the eyepiece. There can be internal light
transmission in the head which can visuslly influence the eye. This
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can be easily demonstrated by switching on and off a small flashlight
shone inside one's mouth while in a semi-darkened room. Stimulation
from ambient light in the unocciuded eye and on the observer's face
may Influence the judgments made by tho occluded eye, because of
change in the dark adaptation level of the occluded eye.

In a structured external field, interaction between the two
different images becomes more marked, and the HMD information is
apparently degraded. Nevertheless, usable information still is
available in the 14MD until quite high external *nvironment brightnesses
(2000 foot. lamberts) are reached. It takes longer for a percept of the
HMD to form completely. Classical binocular rivalry of either one or
the other image completely dominating the visual field was not found.
With symbolic information displayed in the HW'D without the gray shades
required for a literal display, the degradation of the tMD due to
rivalry would be much less.

A Retma Resolution chart was presented via the HMD and the
brightness of the external environment vas varied. It was concluded
that the number of gray shades that can be seen by the occluded eye
is only slightly affected by ambient brightness presented to t-e other
eye. The slight degradation occurred when a structured background
was used. No degradation was measured when a plain background was
used. A slight decrease in the number of gray shades that cen be seen
occurs with textured backgrounds brighter than about 1000 foot
lambe rts.

Movement of the head so that the unoccluded eye scans across i
structured field interferes significantly with perception of the HMD
image, particularly with high brightness external scenes.

See-through Display

Two sets of combining glass optics were used to evaluate the
visibility of see-through displays. These are referred to as low and
high transmission combining glasses, respectively. The "high
transmission" glass reflects 22 percent of the CRT light to the display
eyepiece, and 44 percent of the external brightness reaches the eye.
The "low transmission" combining glass yields 56 percent reflection,
and 15 percent ot ,'he external ambient is transmitted to the eye. In
the overall optics system (from CRT to eye), the high transmission
glass has an efficiency of 11. 2 percent and the low transmission cine
an efficiency of 37. 4 percent.

High Transmission Combining Glass. The best HMD picture quality
is achieved when thei tube highligt-timage brightness is approximately
50 ft. lamberts after passage through Ohe HMD optics. With
moderate background brightness (ZOO ft. iarrnberteX. the CRT display
tends to wash-out. At higher ainbtent intensities, the CRT disptay
cannot even be detected despite the distinctive green color of the P- 1
phosphor. When the HMD presentatLon is visible. it appears tlat the
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observer can select either the external or CRT di- 'layed scene for
attention and experiences little, if any, difficulty ir alternating his
selection. When he directs attention to one scene, it dominates the
field of view. When he switches to the other, the first sc.-ne retreats
and the second comnes into view. This action is voluntary and in this
respect is different from the somewhat uncontrolled switching of
retinal or binocular rivalry. This switching is not possible, however,
if the two scenes differ greatly in brightness. Subjectively, switching
occurs by concentrating upon features of a scene. In some respects,
this is the visual analog of the well known cocktail party effect in
audition (after Cherry, 1954). It suggests even in a strong-r way the
active process of perceptual construction an observer uses to develop
a percept. lie uses his prior information of what is being viewed and
the properties of the scene's structural unity.

The switching, between scenes may be facilitated by the different
spectral composition of the two scenes (the green P-I phosphor con-
trasted with the outside scene). In auditory selective listening experi-
ments, differences in auditory characteristics are known to facilitate
switching listening back and forth between two chaninels (Broadbend,
1958). If the spectral romposition is indeed a significant factor in
.'acilitating perceptual separation of the scenes, the introduction of
dichroic combining glass systems which reflect and transmit different
spectral regions might also augment the ease of switching between
scenes.

Movenment of the scenes relative to each other resulting from
rapid head movements tends to hamper observation of either scene.
Slow relative movement, however, does not cause significant
inte rference.

Low Transmission Combining Glass. With this combining glass, the
best HMD picture quality of pictorial textured images is also achieved
when the tube highlight brightness at the eyepiece is approxim~ately
50 ft. laniberts. This approach produces a picture superior in
quality to the hgh transmission combining glass. The low transmission
combining gl:ks can be considered to be quite usable for external
amlbient connitions less than 80 ft. lamberts (conditions at dusk).

With the high transmission glass, the number of gray shades
that can he seen initially with dark background (namely 10) decreases
steadily as the external brightness *ncreases until ýhey become
washed out at about 1000-Ft. lamberts ambient. This applies to both
plain and textured backgrounds. Resolution was not significantiy
degraded until the pl.cture begins to be washed-out around 1000 ft.
lambezts.

Further exanuiiation with neutral density filters indicated that
for daytine %tse (approximiately 40G-J foot lamberts). ti~e maximum
Acceptable filter transmission in the see-through optics is I percent.



Visual Subtense

In the occluded display, several sets of optics w.re available to
provide different visual subtenses. There were four different sets
available: 190, 340, 480 and 630.

The smaller visual subtense devices form the image at a greater
distance from the eye and yield an annular illumination from internal
reflections off the CRT around the image. This spuriovs light presents
no information and tends to be distracting. This applies to the 190
optics, particularly.

When a smaller display image was presented in the occluded
display, local high brightness areas in the external field produced
interference which reduced the detail.

As image sizo increases, the effect of these bright areas on the
HMD quality does not tend to be as marked. This is because less
detail is beiag obscured (as the detail per unit area on the displayed
image is reduced). On the other hand, as image size increases, it
tend. to interfere more with the external field. It was the impression
of the observer that the overall feeling of rivalry is more marked and
distracting when the fields of view of both eyes are of the same extent.
Also, with larger visual subtense I..1ics, the raster lines of the CRT
will tend to be quite prominent.

Rivalry appears to be greater when both eyes are accommodated
to the same distance. Thiu accommodation may also have played a
part in switching from scene to scene in the see-through display.

Comments on Optics Exit Pupil for the Occluded Display

Based on the laboratory observations, the impression is that the
63° display has too small an exit pupil (4 mm) for the display size, and
its raster line array is too prominent. 'he most pleasing display
appeared to be the 340 display. Although the 340 display produced
an annular ring of light around the display, owing to internal
reflection in the optical system, it was not as pronounced or as
distracting as with the 190 display. With all of the displays, the exit
pupil tended to be too small, and even the 190 visual subtense optics
waa subject to interference from movements of the eyepiece relative
to th" eye. An important quality of satisfactory display optics is a
large enough exit pupil, which has to be matched to the visual
su~btense being used.

The exit pupil of the see-through optics (10 mm) was sucii that
no interference was found with the display during laboratory evaluation
due to movements of the device relative to the eye.
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1aIoratory Viewing of Typical I)iuplay Imagery

imagery was obtained from equipment already developed at
Hughes. A video tape was prepared with a number of radar display
modes by interfacing a Sony PV-120V tape recorder driven by a
Shibaden HV-50V camera with imagery from the laboratory digital
scan converter. Radar imagery from Philadelphia and the Delaware
River (including return from urban complex areas as well as areas
of low return) wau obtained for Plan Position Indicator (PPI), Passing
Scene, and Snapshot modes. Air-to-Air target imagery was included
for the B-Scaii mode. Typical F-15 HUD symbology and VSD imagery
were also recorded on the tape.

An additional tape was obtained of Holloman AFB Maverick Test
Imagery with diverse targets including tactical ground targets, factory
complexes, and air-to-air targets of T-33 and F-106 aircraft. A
detailed list of these targets is provided in Table IX.

These recordings were viewed both with the various HMD
configurations and in a standard TV monitor in order to make
estimates and comparisons of image quality. When viewing the
occluded HMD, the image quality was generally preserved quite well,
and the quality was not markedly inferior to that obtained with the TV
monitor. Good detail in the radar pictures was usually discriminable,
and there was essentially no picture degradation for high- contrast
pictures, such as display of symbology. Targets were discriminalAle
from a longer range with the standard TV monitor, but the differences
were not very great. Airborne targets on the Holloman tape against
a low detail background appeared to possess good quality.

When viewing the occluded display with the left eye open to out-
side view, or viewing through the see-through display, degradations
in the visibility of some of this imagery was found. The d&3plays
mvost affected were those with fine detail, such as the ground map
radar and photographic targets with high detail. Subjectively, with
the occluded display, a competition bitween -, tecturad field to the
open eye and detailed information in the HM.D interfered sig-.-ficantly
with the ability to extract fine information from the display. This
was not observed with symbolic informitio:, presented on the HMD
or with low detail photographic targets. The same genaralizations
can be made for the see-through cases. Switching between the HMD
scene and the external environment was sasUy performed as
described previously in the laboratory experiments. Tho high detail
fields were mrost affected by isolated high brightness areas.

FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION OF THE HMD

Int roduction

Evaluation in flight was intended to expand the experience

gained in the laboratory evaluation. rhe applications of interest for
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Table IX. Holloman Test Target Tape Details

Reference AFmDCI Holloman
Recorded on Sony PV-IZ0U. S/M :019. O-00S711

Counter Number Holloman
Start Stop Target No. bbject

0 Ss LT3I-H Barrels (blk)

55 96 LT3-14H Bridge (wht)

96 164 LT3-Z6H Ore Carrier (whi)

164 2a2 LT3-3ZH Chicken House (wht)

222 270 LTI-39H Factory (whi) (blk)

&?0 312 LT3-4|H 5 -47 (blk)

US0 35Z LT3-S3H Truck Hor. (bik)

352 364 LTS-S7H Truck Vert. (bik)

%44 194 LT4-6714 VC House (whi) (blk)

194 410 None Indian Head Pattern (Keo. rest Patt.rn)

410 424 )A T-33 Air/Atr

424 441 4A T-33 Air/Air

441 402 SA T-33 Air/Air

402 SI0 4ZA F-106 Air/Air

510 560 44A T-I04 Air/Air

540 00 47A F-106 Air/Air

00 610 11SC Dm

610 629 126C Factory

642 435 121C Bridge (low zonairat)

63' 443 i23A Factory Complex

643 4%v. 1235 Factory Complex

4S b64, 1I2A Factorv (bldg. halt black, halt white)

66.' 611t7 IIA Ship at Pier (white super structure black
hull)

6117 701 134A Power Plant

701 ?6e 136A Bridge

71? 722 l MA Fectory (black bidg. below smoke)

72Z 710 3315 Frctery (bids. left *i tall siack-du.a
beyctd laog low flat bidg)

710 142 1OA Bridge. traffic, and Birds

742 ?47 126A rectory (smike and hase)

747 ?%1 I0M Fectory (omoke &did kasl)

7 %1 7T46 144C IMM~lpOe Bridge* i ad PipEline j
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the flight test were flight control and navigation, terrain avoidance and
following, approach and landing, and searching for targets of
app)l)roximtately known location as a navigation aid. These applications
requi re the: presentation of pictorial information of the ground scene
via tOlt. IIM). )DUring night flight, this would probably be obtained from
anii infr~ared sensor or perhaps a low light level TV system. Such a
systeni would provide a pilot with day type VFR visual information.
During daytime flight, electro-optical sensors could be used.

All the ]IMD equipment development and costs associated with

flight tinie were Hughes Aircraft Company financed.

Apparatus

In order for the pilot to obtain a pictorial view of the terrain,
a head slaved sensor system must be developed. In a sophisticated
system, this would require use of a helmet sight system and a
servoed sensor drive. However, for this flight test evaluation, the
need for such a complex system was circumvented by attaching a TV
camera sensor directly to the pilot's helmet. In this case, a light-
wveight Shibaden HV-50U camera weighing 3 1/2 lb. was mounted on the
left side of the pilot's helmet as shown in Figures 20, 21, and 22. A
Ilughes Aero Commander aircraft was used for the flight test because
of its good ground visibility, large area windshield (see Figure 23)
and a suitable load carrying capacity.

The installation of the equipment in the aircraft is illustrated in
lF'igure 24. In the specially constructed mounting rack, power supplies
and inverters necessary for supplying 11OV, 60 Hz and IIOV, 400 Hz
power soturces; two display electronic boxes (see Tech Report No.
AMR I ,-TR-68-181 ); canmera electronics boxj a Sony two-inch video
tape recorder with audio channels: and a TV monitor for displaying
the 1IMI) scene to the experimental observers were mounted.

:l.vectrical load check with all apparatus working in the aircraft
demonstrated that the equipment drew 31 amps of current from the
28 volt DC electrical system of the Aero Commander. The total
wvighL of the experimental gear was 347 lb.

The tota I weight of the helmet with camera and displays was
1 1). with Ill,. heaviest condition. The holnmet was initially unbalanced

with left-side heavy. 'rhe effect was quite noticeable during the first
ilight; although, it did not appear to influence performance. A
counterweight of approximately 1. 3 lb. was added to the right side of
the helnmet prior to the subsequent flights, and this considerably
relieved the imbalance problem. No adverse effects or significant
fatigue relating to helmet weight were reported when wearing the
helmet for periods up to 45 minutes. Aircraft maneuvers such as
stece) turns did not cause any transitory discomfort.
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Figure 20. Cockpit Scene in Aero Commander Aircraft
Showing the Helmet Apparatus and the Subject's

Location.

Flight Details and Routes

A total of five flights were made. The first four were flown
during daylight, and the final flight was made at night. In each flight,
the experimental subject was located in the right-hand pilot's seat.
A safety pilot occupied the left seat. Two experimenters were present
as observers. Video tape recordings were made of the HMD image
throughout all flights, along with subject commentary on the audio
channel. The tasks performed by experimental subjects varied
widely, ranging from full 3-axis control of the aircraft to viewing the
display without control of the aircraft.

Flight 1. Flight 1 covered the following areasi Long Beach Harbor
area, along the harbor breakwater; overwater flight to Catalina
Island, and a right-hand circuit around the island approximately 1/4
mile from the coast; across water flight to mainland; over Los Angeles
suburbia and landing at Culver City. Segments of the flight were
conducted at 1000 feet altitude. The altitude was at 400-500 feet the
majority of the time.
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Figure 21. The Occluded Display on the Experimental Helmet

Experimental Subjects. Two experienced pilots served as
subjects.

Conditions Studied. Single-eye occluded t'isplay with 350 visual
subtense, and 480 visual subtense conditions were evaluated. With
the occluded displays, a camera lens FOV of 350 was always used.
Weather was 2200 feet overcast, 5 miles visibility in haze, with no
distinct horizon.

Flit 2 and 3. Local circuits of the Hughes Culver City Airport,
including two low approach passes c-er the runway were flown.
Maximum altituae was appro.\. tately 1000 feet.

i.xperit,-rital -ubjects. The first subject had flying experience;
the second was not a pilot but had huziman falctors experience in judging
displays.

Conditions Studied. A single-eye occluded display. 350 visual
subtense optics was studied. Weather was clear with low smog.
ground visibility 4 rviles, improving to 15 miles at aiLitude.
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Figure 22. The See-through Display on the Experimental Helmet

Flight 4. Flight 4 covered areas northwest from Culver City to
Malibu along cuastline, direct across mountains to Thousand Oaks,
westwa-d along Ventura Freeway to Oxnard, then east via Santa Paula,
Fillmore to Newhall, then south over freeway to San Fernando Valley
direct to straight in approach to Van Nuys Airport Runway i6R. The
flight then proceeded west to landing at Ventura, and finally southeast
to Hughes Culver City via coastline. This flight covered the following
types of terrain:

1. Flat-populated.

2. Over-water,

3. Canyon and mountain terrain, and

4. Rural Valleys.

Both high and low-level terrain clearance wtas flown.
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Figure 2:. External View of Aero Commander Showing Windshield
and Window Visibility, with Experimental Subject

Located in the Right Seat

Experimental Subjects. Three subjects were used in the flight.
an experienced test pilot, a private pilot, and a psychologist with some
flying experience.

Conditions Studied. A single-eye see-through display with

98/2 combining glass with and without an additional 1 percent neutral
density filter was evaluted. The ficld of view of the real-world scene
as seen through the combining glass was 39°. The HMD CRT -cene
was 20' of visual subtense. The weather was generally clear with
average 6 mile •rounnd visibility, improving to 20 miles at altitude
with well-defined horizon.

Flight 5. Flight 5 was ýhe night flight troni just after dusk to full
darkness. It cover-'d rural and urban areas in the vicinity of
Los .\ngeles. Altitadt ranged frorri 1000 to 2000 feet.

Ex eriment;i Subjects. The same test subjects as Flight 4
we rt" rise(1.

(.:ozditiois Žtudied. Single-eye occluded and single!- .ttcd two-
eVe tee-tarougvh displays (L1.w tr.insri•issi-n comibining glasses, 200
vIsuAl subtrns,- were studied. r'he weather was clear with 20 -miles
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Figure 24. Experimental Equipment Rack
Mounted in the Aircraft

of visib'iity. The HMD display the subjects saw in this flight .was
from the Holloruon AFB target set, because the TV camera could not
present a useful image under nighttime conditions.

Test Results and Discussion

The re-ults are based on subject debriefings and recorded
conmments made during flight.

Fitting of the Displays. The mounting de.nign of the see-through
displays was found to be the more satisfactory arrangement. It
provided a stable mounting to the helmet and a satisfactory exit
pupil (10tzm). The mounting for the occluded display proved to be
difficult to adjust and was somewhat unstable. These factors
conibined with a small exit pupil (4mm) caused this mounting arrange-
nzient to be judged unsatisfactory. Subjects at titnes found it necessary
tu steady the display with one hand.

lHed NMotion and Field of View out of the Airplant. No restrictions to
head inove nient wee ic found owing to the intornal :oet: rtry of the
airplane. The field of view available to the c.uine-ra proved to be
sUfficient to give good coverage of the terrain frwxard and to the
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right-hand side. There was some tendency for subjects to sit forward
in order to increase the downward field of view in an apparent effort
to obtAin a more complete picture of the terrain, and at lower
altitudes, to obtain a more accurate estimate of linemof4sight rates
used to form an estimate of aircraft direction.

Visual Subtense of Occluded Display. The two visual subtenses most
preferred in the laboratory were compared during Flight 1. The optics
with a visual subtense of 350 had a magnification of 1.00. The optics
with a 480 visual subtense had a magnification of 1.37. The opinions
of the two pilots were in disagreement as to which gave the most desir-
able display. One preferred the larger magnification display because
there was not so much of an impression of "looking into a tunnel". The
other pilot preferred the smaller visual sub0nse optics, because the
small exit pupil did not interfere with the image as much and the mag-
nification seemed to be nearer what he expected. This variable should
be prime concern in any future flight tests.

Ambient Brightness. Under the normal daylight brightness
(approximately B000 foot lamberts) which was encountered during the
daytime flights, subjects generally found great difficulty in using
HMD when the other eye was exposed to the high ambient brightness.
Retinal rivalry effects were marked under these conditions. In fact,
most flying was done with an eyepatch covering the left eye.

Some subjects claimed that the display was unusable unless an
eyepatch was used to cut out high ambient brightness. In later flights,
it was found that reducing the ambient light to the open eye by use of
a one percent neutral density filter allowed subjects to gain satisfactory
information from the HMD. Rivalry was considerably reduced with this
technique. During nighttime flight, even when flying over urban areas,
there was no need for a filter over the open eye.

Combining Glass Optics for See-Through Display. For daytime flight,
it was necessary to use a combination of combining glass and neutral
density filter to attenuate the external brightness so that only 0. 09
percent was transmitted through the HIMD. With gr.iater light trans-
mission, the CRIT ii washed out against a brighter background. This
valtie of 0. 09 percent was satisfactory for all situations except when
the aircraft was headed west into the late afternoon sun. With this
amount of filti ring, usable information from th* terre.in could be
obtained with direct vision using the sea-through capability, but the
light from the cockpit instruments was too much reduced to allow the
displays to be easily read. A variable transmission filter arrangement
would facilitate evaluation in future experiments and would reduce the
problems associated with this type of display.

For nighttime flight. a low transmission (15 percent) combining

glass was satisfactory, except when viewing the most brightly
illuminated urban areas where the very low transmission optics was
needed (9 percent).
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It should be pointed out that the am,•unt of filtering that is
necessary is very much determined by the brightness of the display
CRT.

Satial Orientation. The results of Flight I indicated a great need for
having some aircraft reference information included in the HMD image.
With no reference other than the image in the disvi~ay, subjects
experienced disorientation. They were unable to satisfaictorily
separate metion of the scene due to head orientation from those due
to aircraft attitude and aimuth heading. For example, there was
no means of telling whether the aircraft was banked or the pilot's
head was tilted, as each had the same effect on the display. In
Flight 1, there was the additional handicap of a poor-, defined
horizon due to poor visibility conditions; in this case, there was no
good way of relating the pilot's head, the airplane, and the real
wurld frames of reference.

The ir.n.ortance of these factors was shown by the flight along
the harbor breakwater. Tiie continuous tracking task of flying directiy
over this line using the HMD indicated that the display pr~vided little
aircraft heading information. The task was actually performed by
taking note of the aircraft lateral rates and using these to supply cue..s
of heading. Peripheral visual cues which provide precise information
on the angular position of the head with reference to the axes of the
aircraft were lacking in the HMD system. These cues are present
in normal vision but are absent from the MMD because of the
restricted FOV of the sensor. Another finding was that without
precise bank angle or azimuth angle information, unintentional turns
sometimes occurred.

After Flight 1, aircraft reference cues were added to the display
by adding horizontal and verti,'al opaque srips of tape to the windshield.
Although these were out of focuN in the display, they were at least
partially succesefuly in adding the necessary cues to the display.
Several test subjects sty.ted tha, it added significant information to the
display, particularly after a number of turning matteuvers. One non-
pilot subject experienced motion sickness as a result of using the
display. A possibility exists that thia was due to the lack of orientation
cues through the display. Normai flig •t did not bother the subject.

Terrain Following and Clearance. Flight around Catalina Island and
in mountain and gorge terrain demanded more eompley flight cuntrol.
Terrain following required estimation of range to obstacles, the
anticipation of turns, and terrain clearance. Flight around the island
indicated that subjects could judge lateral distance with reasona).,le
accuracy, but altitude judgments tended to be less accurate. One
subject suggested that because the only view with the HMD was tr. the
inside of tho turn. misinterpretation of relative motion occurred.
Objects on the inside of the turn moved slower than expected, and this
yielded the impreesson of being higher than the actual altitude. 7o
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reduce this eftect, the pilot's head (and the TV camera) was kept
pointed as near to the aircraft longitudinal axis as possible. Practice
u~sing the HMD in turns should decrease these illusions somewhat.

One period of terrain following in gorge country was accomplished
using a se -through display, The pilot made use of both the 14MD
image and information from the outside environment. Turning wag
accomplished with reasonable accuracy, but once again the lack of
completely defined aircraft reference information in the display
"proved to be a hinderance. These flight conditions indicated that
reasonable accuracy of aircraft control in complex ground referenced
maneuvers conld be accor•,plishecd using the HMD.

"I!._nu , Many landingo were viewed by subjects through the HMD.
As a re.nult of this, confidence in the visual cues yielded by the display
was developed. Larnding (at Van Nuys Airport) was accomplished under
an experimental subject's control with supervision of the safety pilot.
k straight-in apDroach resulted in the 150 foot x 8000 foot runway
being clearly visible in the HMD at a distance of 4 miles. A see-
through display was used, but the pilot-subject made almost exclusive
use of the HMD infor.naticn during final approach and tou:hdown.
Altitude and drift control was not as close as would be expected for
normal contact flight, but the landing was accurately performed.

Two-eyed See-Through Display. The use of two HMD's, one for each
Iey. was evaluatcd in Flight 5. It was found that the two CRT images

could. be aligned wiLhout much dLificulty. With the two tubes aligned,
the brightness of the HMD image was enhanced.

There is some theoretical evidence that detection mechanisms
in the eye act independently (Crawford, 1950; Wolf and Ziegler, 1955).
There is usually a slight lowering of threshold in biocular as compared
to monocular conditions which can be attributed to the statistical inter-
action of independent processes. This increased sensitivity suggests
that target detection and recognition performance should 'be augmented by
the use of two aligned displays. Whether this could justify the
added complexity and weight to the helmet is another question.

CONCIUTSIONS BASED ON LABORATORY A61D FLIGHT
EVAlIATION

The HMD image quality in this evaluation was adequate for
displaying symbology and/or detailed pictorial information. At the
present time, this image quality is considered to be at a level just
below that of conventionally sized CRT displays. The picture bright-
nest with complex images was adequate, and the resolution and
shades of gray representation was comparable to other CRTs.

The study indicated that interfacing the occluded display with
the human perceptual system results in interference in the rate of
• lformAtioni transmission. This type of display leads to probiems of
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retinal rivalry which in the daylight flight domain were found to be
significant. Perception of information from the HMD may occur only
after extended latencies. When using see-through displays, given a
satisfactory balance between brightness entering the eye from the
outside environment and the CRT brightness, alternation of attention
between the external scene and the HMD scene can apparently occur
at will. Despite the advantage of independent dark adaptation of the
eyes in the occluded case, the prelimainary and tentative indication
is that the see-through device is preferred. This is because selective
attention to each channel is less impeded in this system. This
appaxent superiority of the see-through display was probably
heightened by the separation of the images arising from the different
spectral composition of the HMD image and outside environment and
the different focal plane of the two images.

A more detailed and systematic evaluation of such systernm
covering a range of system variables is warranted before theme con-
clusions can be fir.'lized.

.ELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY MECHANIZATION

A discussion of the elements of a helmet mounted display
OLtchanization is presented here. An analysis of CRT parameters
(brightness, contrast, resolution) previously performed by Hughes
on these devices is included first. This is followed by a description
of a helmet mounted display optics tradeoff where different design
approaches are compared. The CRT evaluation also includes a further
investigation of the brightness characteristics of the selected tube.
An electrical circuit design for driving the HMD CRT frorri a rermote
control box is then described. Finally, an existing Hughes mechanical
design ir described which includes discussior of the mounting of the
display to the helmet, the latch arrangement, and the mechanical
adjustments.

CRT Evaluation

Recent increases in resolution with a reduction in size and weight
of the CRT's enable an HMD to be developed which will provide
excellent in'igc quality for TV inmagery. The results of a previous
evaluation performed in this laboratory (WPAFB Tech. Report No.
AMRL-TR-68-181) are summarized here.

Some desirable design goals are as follows:

1. 1000 TV line resolution and 20 foot lambert brightness.

2. Minimum weight and size.

3. Complete electrical safety to the wearer.
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The major performance parameters (brightness, resolution.
contrast, etc. ) defining the image quality of the display are determined
by the properties of the CRT. As such, laboratory evaluation of
CRT's is a most important phase of preliminary design. Selection of
a CRT should be dependent on size, weight, and ease of operation, as
well as its display characteristics. Because of the small size of the
CRT, one difficulty is to achieve the required resolution at an adequate
brightness level.

The description and results of an ovaluation of three CRT's are
now described. This evaluation was carried out on the CR 3015,
the IE 27 P20, and the WX-4527 P20. Important CRT parameters
for these three tubes are shown in Table X. The size characteristics
of these tubes are shown in Figures 25 and 26.

Because of the requirements for high altitude operation, the
location of the CRT near the operator's head, and iower deflection
power, it is desirable to use the lowest voltage that provides an
adequate picture. For the electromagnetically deflected display tubes,
it was found by testing that adequate brightness and resolution can be
obtained with less than maximum final anode voltages. For the
CR 3015, this voltage could be reduced from 8. 5 kv to 5 kv; and for
the WX-4527 P20, from 10 kv to 8 kv. The focus voltages used were
800 and 1200 volts, respectively. For the electrostatically deflected

Table X. Characteristics of Three Smrall Cathode
Ray Tubes Applicable to Helmet

Mounted Displays

r . ) . Rin igh-ness

V O J rst 1 ,irV InscribedIw (Pi k~~ er MIL-E-11E)1 Raster

CR3015 1. 11 In. S. 0 lit. 0. 75 li. Dief J6 L 600 lines/Dia 137S FtL Encapinilsted
atI KV with Deflec-

tion Ceil
Pl. P4 4.30.O

WX-4537-P 1. 325 In. 7. 0 In. 0. 6 In. Die M E 600 tO 100 35 Ft-L P1O
Liiii.i/Disi a 3.70.(i

$ KY

t Si 1 5 0
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Figure 25. Small CRTs Considered for HMD Application

IE 27 P20, the focus voltage was approximately +600 volts for the
mode of operation used, namely +2. 5 kv post accelerator, 4-2. 5 kv
near ground deflection plate, and -?.. 5 kv cathode operation.

Brightness Measurements. Brightness measurements were made
with a 525-scan-line TV raster inscribed in the useful area of the
CRT. The brightness of the two electromagnetic CRTs studied, the
CR 3015 and the WX-45Z7 PZ0, ranged from 50 to 200 ft. lamberts
for a final anode voltage range of 5 kv to 8. 5 kv, and 8 kv to 10 kv,
respectively. The brightness of the remaining tube, the IE 27 PZ0,
was 20 ft. lamberts.

Resolution Measurements. A double slit analyzer was used to
measure the resolution of two of the tubes -- the WX-4527 P20 and the
1E 27 P20. This technique could not be used with the CR 3015 tube,
because of the persistence of the P-i phosphor. The resolution
measurements for this CRT were made using the shrinking raster
method. The spot size for all three tubes tested was approximately
0. 001 inch.

Contrast Measurements. The amount of gray shade information that
can he displayed on a CRT is related to the degree of contrast that
can be obtained on the CRT's screen. Contrast is defined as the ratio
of maximum screen brightness to minimum screen brightness. Low
contrast ratio mearis that the CRT will be capable of displaying a
small number of discernible shades of gray. The contrast ratios of a
CRT can be divided into two ge:teral classifications: large area con-
trast and small area or detail contrast.

The large area contrast of a CRT is the ratio of brightness
(luminance) of two widely separated areas on the CRT's screen.
The CRT's beam excites the screen to a particular brightness level
in one area, and th.. b:-_.n is cut off in the other -rea.
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Figure 26. Size and Weight
Characteristics of CRTs
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The small area contrast of a CRT is the ratio of brightness of
adjacent areas on the screen and is closely related to the resolution
capability of the CRT. All three CRTs tested had the capability to
display eight discernible shades of gray.

Large and small area contrast was measured as shown in
Table XI. These measurements were made in a dark laboratory.
A 525-scan-line raster of normal height and one half width was uaed.
The measurements were made on the screen at the places shown in
Table XI. The contrast ratios are also listed in this :able.

Conclusions. All three tubes yielded adequate performance and were
judged acceptable. However, the electromagnetic CRTs can deliver
higher brightness and still maintain small spot size. In addition, the
electromagnetic CRTs have (1) the capability to operate the cathode
near ground potential without complicating the deflection circuits and
(2) the capability to change and adapt the deflection yoý.e to tne
deflection signal and cable requirements.

The major advantage of the electrostatic CRT over the electro-
magnetic tubes is that the electrostatic CRT, including shield and
potting could be 2 to 3 ounces lighter. The electrostatic tube would,
however, require more high voltage wires with the associated problem
of coupling the video signal in a depressed cathode (-2. 5 kv) or
deflection signals in elevated deflection plates (+2. 5 kv). Thus, the
potential weight advantage of the electrostatic CRT would be partially
offset.

The test results and the mrnufacturer's specifications show the
screen an'd the electrical characteristics o* both electromagnetically
deflected ORTs to be almost identical. The CR 3015 was the only unit
available with the CRT and deflection yoke potted in the shield as an
integral unit. The mechanical requirements for the helmet-mounted
display make this an important consideration, and as such the CR 3015
was considered to be the most satisfactory evaluated.

Additional Evaltation (f the CR 3015

Introduction. The pturpose of this evaluation was to determine values
of tube brightness for usable pictures under different ambient viewing
conditions. It is conceivable that these values could differ from
manufacturer's claims or fronm those brightness values obtained with
just a TV raster. Brightness was measured after it had been
adjusted by experimental subjects to give suhjective optimnum image
quality of usable pictures (test pattern and contextual view). !t is
possible that the adjustments for optimum viewing conditions could be
affected by the light adaptation level of the subjects, and as such the
adjustnients were carried out under conditions of partial dark
adaptation (5 minutes of dark adaptation), adapted to 200 foot lamuberts
(room brig~htness). and light adapted to 8000 foot-lamberts (bright
daylight brightness).
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Table XI. Contrast Characteristics of CRTs

Contrast
Place of Measurement

Brightness (Ft - L) Large Small
Area Area

12 3 4 I=1/4 S=.2/3

CR 3015

10.5 10.5 0.4 0.04 262 26.2

30 30 1. 1 0.15 200 27.2

68 68 3 0.4 17C 22.6

125 125 9.05 1.05 119 13.8

IE 27 PZO

S5.55 J 0.028 178 9.1

10 10 1 O.057 175 10

i5 15 1.45 0.089 168 10.3

20 20 1.8 0. 15 133 1. 1

WX-457 P20

6 6 1 0.13 46 6

24.5 24.5 4 0.5 49 6

68 68 9.2 2.0 34 7.4

100 100 13 1 3.0 33.3 7.7
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Procedure. The CR 3015 tube viewed through 5 power magnification
optics was set up in an ambient controllable experimental room. The
tube was driven at a final anode voltage of 7 kv, and the images were
obtained from a flying spot scanner. A standard EIA television test
pattern and a contextual scene of San Pedro Harbor was used for the
imagerydisplayed ona 525 line TV raster. The subject was provided
with controls for adjustment for both brightness and contrast of the
display. Four experimental subjects were used. Each subjects
received the three adaptation levels and the two types of scene. The
adaptation time to each ambient brightness level was 5 minutes, and
the subject was instructed to complete his brightness and contrast
adjustments within a 30-second interval.

Results. The inter-subject and intra-subject variability for adjusted
highlight brightness was high. However, the generalization can be
made that the subjective optimum brightness level was less for the
contextual scene than for the TV test pattern. (See Figure 27). An
optimum highlight brightness of more than 200 foot lamberts was
obtained from tho CR 3015 tube before transmission through an optical
system. The effect of dark adaptation level of the subject was not
clear, and more extensive experimentation wouid be necessary to
effectively avaluate the effect of thLj factor.

This study indicates that for patterned fields typical of those
obtained from sensors such as radar, IR, and Low light level TV, the
range of optimum highlight brightness is between 50 and 120 ft
lambe rt s.

-0-- TV PATIU'S---- CONTSXUAL S•uhm

l23

""goII WMAII 0 I- I-W N"

Figure 27. Operator Adjusted Optimum Brightnoss for

Various Operator Adaptation Lvvels and Type of Scene
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Helmet Mounted Display Optics Tradeoff

The problem of determining the optimum optical design approach
for a HMD system is functionally similar to that of a conventional
fixed HUD. The HMD must provide a collimated image of the CRT to
the operator superimposed on the real world. The design constraints
of low weight, iarge exit pupil diameter, maximum display brightness.
and minimum interference with other operator functions are applicable
to both types of displays. As a result of this similarity, much can be
drawn from the applicable HUD optical technology in arriving at an
optimum optical design approach for the HMD.

Since the HMD adds weight to the pilot's helmet and is a
potential problem in a high "g" environment, consideration must be
given minimizing its weight while providing a system with a field of
view of approximately 40 degrees (apparent display size).

Reflective Versus Refractive Optics. Two basic types of optical
systems can be used to present collimated images of a CRT to the
operator, refractive and reflective. A survey of existing HUD
systems indicated that the refractive optics technique is the most
widely used. On-axis and off-axis reflective optics systems have
also been developed but have had limited use in airborne systems.
The refractive optics systems are characterized by low distortion,

low cost, and high weight for a limited field of view. The reflective
option systems are characterized by high cost, low weight, large
field of view, and in some cases, complex optical elements resulting
in significant distortion errors.

Refractive O0tics. In a refractive system, a refracting lens is used
for image co limation and a flat partially reflecting mirror (combined)
combines the CRT image with the real world. First surface
mirrors fold the optical system into the desired geometry.

"The instantaneous field of view is limited by the lens diameter
and the eye-to-lens distance and is expressed by 'he following
equation:

a= 2 arctan 2lens diameter

2 x eye-to-lens distance

where

a =total angle subtended at the pilots eye.

It is apparent from the above equation that the field of view is
direc'tl proportional to the diameter of the collimating loins. The
weight of a lens is approximately proportional to the sq.are of the
diameter so that increases in diameter produces a ver, pronounced
increase in total optical system weight.
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Figure Z8 is a folded refractive system designed for the heinat
mounted display. Due to the size and speed required for prime optics.
where the beam splitter is between the observer's eye and the eyepiece
optics, it is not a practical approach. The major disadvantage of
systems of this type is the required large diameter of eyepiece optics
for a field of view greater than 15 degrees. A 40-degree field of view
would require a diamneter of approximately 2-1/2 inches.

The optical system illustrated in Figure 29 is also a folded
refractive type. The design is unique in that the prism/beam-,-splitter
has been configured on three sides to reduce the number of optical
elements required. This results in a weight reduction and a larger
field of view. Opposing ends of the prism/beam-splitter are configured
to form a unit magnification telescope. This system requires a large
prisnm/beain-uplitter for a 40-degree field of view. In additio~n, large
aperture relay optics are required for a system of reasonable speed.
Reducing the eye relief will reduce the prism/beam-splitter size.
Eye relief reduction if not acceptable.

ReflectivI Optics. It is possible to achieve a significantly greater
instantaneous field of view by utilizing reflective optics rather than
refractive optics. These techniques use curved combining glasses

SSPLITT(II

RELAY

Figure Z8. Folded Refractive System
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I!

Figure 29. Folded Refractive System with Beamsplitter

that perform image collimation at the reflecting surface of the corr-
biner, curved mirror, or a sequential combination of the two. There
are two basic types of reflective systems, on-axis and off-axis.

The systenv illustrated in Figure 30 is basically an off-axis
reflective type incorporating an aspheric combining glass which
supplies first surface power in addition to performing the combining
glass function. An aspheric surface is required, because off-axis
systemrs introduce astigmatism, among other optical aberrations. This
kind of correction, due to the use of aspherics, results in non-
uniform distortions in the field of view. These distortions are
anamorphic in nature and form images in the field of view that are
unreal in appearance. This approach is. therefore, considered
unacceptable.

The most promising approach from an opto-mechanical point of
view is an on-axis reflective system as illustrated in Figure 31. The
advantages of such a system are large exit pupil. low distortion, small
size. large field vie',. light weight, and efficiently manufactured
optical elements.

The eye looks through the system with undistorted vision. The
Light remains collimated through the combintrg glass and also through
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Figure 31. On-Axis Reflective System
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the spherical semi-transparent mirror. The field oi view is
restricted to 40 degrees but can be changed within reasonable limits.

The unique icature that makes it possible to design and build
workable optics rests pxir 1'rily in the nupil :lay system, consisting of
a single spherically curved reflector .,. d a aingte fJ% combining glass.

Looking at the system in reverse order to the light path (to
facilitate description) reveals the following optical cha,-acteristics. The
eye is placed at the center of curvature cf the pupil rela.y reflector Snd
is consequently imaged by the reflector back on itself. Due to the
interpsition of the flat combining glass, another image of tht pupil is
formed below at a right angle to the direct vision path if the .orabinin
glass ina t 45 degrees. Tne pupil relay reflector focuses par:t0ii-. 'g.t
at a point slightly below the combining glass. At this position, L, .- re
wili be formed an intermediatc hiiiage of the CRT. This inmage wii; be
highly aberrattd but is corrected by the followoing optical systems. A
Cook Triplet collimating !ens placed at the pupil image recolliniates the
image ,vhich is then imaged through a rela; lens similar to an eyepiece
in construction. The final image is then fornmed upon the CRT. How-
ever, to it the constraints imposed by the packaging requirements, the
system is capable of being folded between the two lenses, and should it
be thought desirable, an extra relay lens may illow another fold to be
incorporated within the space following the !asf: lens in the vicinity of
the C RT.

The on-.xis reflective system characterized by 40-degree field
of view, large exit pupil, low distortion, and low weight is the recom-
mended optical design approach.I Electrical Circuit Design

"Ail electronic circuits and controls except for the video driver
may be located in a panel-nmounted electronic control box. The bias
voltages and signal voltages from the electronic control box are applied
to the CIRT through a cable. The electronic control box should haveI three outside controls. They are power on-off switch, contrast, and
brightne~ss. Additional coatrols such as vertical and horizontal hold
need not be externally available. This design is extracted from a
previous report (WPAFB Tech Ref No. AMRL-TR-68-181).

Deflection Circuit. An operational-type linear deflection amplifier with
emitte.r follwer output stage (Figure 32) was chosen for horizontal and
vertical deilection of the CRT's beam. The use of the linear deflection
amplifiers simplifies the switching between the 525 and 945 TV scan
line displays and helps to achieve better linearity of the diipiay. The
same deflection amplifiers are used for both axes because of the
symnmetrical 10O MlH deflection yoke used with the CR 3015 CRT. The
retrace time of this deflection circuit will bt less than 10 j~sec. The
dflection aniplitfier converts* I ampere output. The current output of
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Figure 32. Deflection Amplifier

the deflection amplifier is sensed by a phosphor protection circuit
which cuts off the CRT's electron beam in case of sweep failure.

Video Amplifier. The video amplifier must b6 capable of providing a
CRT control grid with a 30-volt P-P signal having a bandwidth of
20 mHz. Assuming the normal minimum video output signal of
0. 5-volt P-P for closed circuit TV cameras, the maximum voltage
gain oi the amplifier must be 60. Additional blanking must be per-
formed in the video amplifier rather than at the CRT cathode, because
it is difficult to blank a CRT using the cathode. When the circuitry is
remotely located, the blanking signal ha- to travel over a long length
of cable and terminate into a low impedance.

The video chain (Figure 33) is broken into two distinct sections:
(1) the output amplifier, mounted in the headset, and (2) the medium
level amplifier, mounted in the control box. It is impractical to drive
a 30-volt video signal to the CRT grid over a terminxted coaxial cable.
The currents involved would be too large. Therefore. the video signal
is amplified to a 3-volt level, then coupled with coax to an output
anip.ifier mounted in the headset where the video is amplified to the
required 30-volt level. To minimize the dynamic range of the output
amplifier, the signal ui D-C restored prior to coupling to the output
amplifier (Otherwise, the dynamic range of the output amplifier would
have to be 60 volts to avoid saturation or cutoff in going from all white
franies to all black or vice versa).
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Sync and Sweep Circuitry. The sync and sweep circuits (Figure 34)
must be capable of pr-v-ding the monitor with a 2:1 interlace sweep
when standard EIA composite sync signals are present at the input.
This is accomplished by first amplifying and stripping the composite
signal to obtain sync pulses.

Horizontal synchronism is maintained by differentiating the sync
pulses to obtain trigger signals that synchronize a free-running multi-
vibrator to the line rate. A one-shot is activated by the multivibrator
and provides a signal to the sweep generator that results in a 2-volt
sawtooth with a 10-1xs flyback time at the sweep generator's output.

Vertical synchronism is obtained by passively integrating the
sync pulses present at the stripper's output. The integrator's output
will rise to voltage Vx only during the vertical blanking interval.
When this voltage is reached, a comparator senses it and changes
state. The comparator's output is gated with the horizontal sync
pulses which trigger a free running multivibrator. Due to tha pre-
cisely controlled half line delay in sync pulses during vertical blanking,
the gate's output will provide properly timed trigger pulses to insure
exact 2:1 interlace.
Power Supplies. The requirements for secondary voltage forms are

as follows:

1. +Sk V at 0. 1 mA or less (CRT anode)

2. Adjustable 4800 VDC to +1500 VDC at 0. 15 mA
(CRT focus)

3. 6.3 VAC at 300 mA (CRT filaments)
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Figure 34. Sync Separation and Sweep Generation

4. +25 VDC at 1. 3 amperes (2. 3 amp peaks)

5. -25 VDC at 1. 2 amperes (2. 2 amp peaks)

6. +300 VDC at 0. 1 mA

Item 4 above supplies deflection amplifiers, high voltage power
supply ('HVPS) inverter, and the rest of the circuitry.

Item 5 above supplies deflection amplifiers and the rest of the
circuitry. The deflection amplifiers and the HVPS inverter introduce
transients that are deterimental to each other and to the rest of the
circuitry. This leads to the following power supply configuration.

1. A raw supply producing ,32 VDC, 6. 3 VAC and +300 VDC,

2. Series regulators (5 in all) to supply *25 VDC to the
deflection amps. 25 VDC to the other circui~ry. and
+25 VDC to the HVPS inverter, and

3. An encapsulated H-JVPS fed by an inverter. This supply
includes two transformers. One operates directly with
the inverter to produce (with diodes and capacitors) +5 kv.
The other transformer is slaved to the inverter via con-
trol circuitry to produce the adjustable +800 VDC to
+1500 VDC focus voltage.

The total power dissipation is approximately 90 to 100 watts.
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Mechanical Design

Mounting Configuration. Mockups have been built and tested with Air
Force and Navy helmets and their respective oxygen masks. Fig-
ures 35 through 40 illustrate the three basic configurations considered.

The top-mount configuration (Figure 35) was potentially the
lightest but offered serious objections with respect to line-of-slght of
the left eye. Cable dress problems (to the rear of the helmet) would
add excessive weight, and the moment of inertia about the vertical
axis of the head would be high. There are potential canopy interference
problems with certain types of aircraft.

The side-mount configuration (Figure 36) cures the line-of-sight
problem for the left eye but causes serious operator adjustment
problems (horizontal &djustment requires lengthening and shortening
the optical tube). Also, the latch location would interfere with the side
canopy with certain types of aircraft.

The under slung configuration minimizes interference with alD
types of canopies and reduce@ moments of inertia about the spine. Fig-
ures 37 and 38 illustrate the Air Force mask. Figures 39 and 40
illustrate the Navy mask. The location of the headset receptacle with
respect to the helmet is shown in these figures and best fulfills all the
design goals. It places the attach and release device in a good location,
it keeps all parts of the headset close ro the axes of movement of the
wearer's head, azid it allows the left eye maximum usable vision.

Mechanical Adjustments. AccommodationA for the wearer's eye
position are as follows:

1. Vertical adjustment via vertical adjust slots on the hanger
(see Figure 41),

2. Lateral adjustment by rotating the tube assembly. This
swings an arc across the eye and interacts somewhat with
the vertical adjustment,

3. Fore and aft adjustment by moving the tube assembly fore
and aft. The tube assembly is locked in place via the tube
clamp,

4. Raster angle 'with respect to the wearer's eye) by rotating
the CRT via the raster angle adjust knurled nut, and

5. Minor accommodations to anatomical variation between
wearer's and a light seal are afforded by a compliant
foam rubber eyepiece.
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Figu:e 35. Top Mount

K Figure 36. Side Mount

Figure 37. Air Force Mask -

Underslung (side)
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Figure 38. Air Force Mask -
Underslung (front)

Figure 39. Navy Mask -
Underslung (side)

Figure 40. Navy 'ask -
Vnderslun (ftront)
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Figure 41. Latch Layout

Electrical Inte.rface. The CRT high voltages, deflection signals,
and video signal should be delivered from the electronics box to the
headset on shielded wires and ternminate directly into the CR1. The
other required voltages (CRT filaments, etc. ) may be on unshielded

wires.

Latch Desi n. A preliminary layout of the latch design is shown in
Figure 41. Th is is a selfocentering device and is designed for posi-
tive release. This release action will override all latching and holding
mechanisms and free the headset. It works as follows. The cone
shaped end of the latch hub engages the headset receptacle and self
centers. The cone-shaped portion u.f the release sleeve then contacts
the headset receptacle. The latch hub moves in with respect to the
release sleeve and compresses the latching spring. The pawls are now
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clear of the inside ridge of the headset receptacle and are snapped into
place by the pawl springs. 'There are three pawls equidistant about
the perimeter of the latch hub. ) The headset is now attached to the
helmet.

To release, the operator pulls on the release sleeve which moves
with respect to the latch hub against the latching spring. The inner
bottom edge of the release sleeve then engages the sloping edge of the
pawls and forces them down out of the gr?.sp of the inside ridge of the
headset receptacle, and the headset is released. The latch assembly
attaches to the cathode ray tube via the hanger and tube clanmp.
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SECTION V

HELMET MOUNTED SIGHT

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the representative F-15 avionics system suggest that
a helmet mounted sight might be employed to advantage in certain
mission applications. In this section, functional design requirements
for s-ch a sight are established. Three alternative sighting pick-off
techniques are considered in order to arrive at the best choice.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Functional requirements for a helmet sighting system are
developed in the classified supplement of the report. These Are

summarized below;

Field of View *300 or more (polar) with respect
to ADL

Accuracy Better than 10 RMS dynamic

HELMET SIGHT TRADEOFF

Introduction

The target designation process consists of communicating to the
sensor or armament the target location referenced to the aircraft
boresight in line-of-sight angle coc-dinates. The pilot must maintain
continuous visual contact with the target until lockon. Several tech-
niques have been developed or investigated which can provide the
required line of sight coordinates. The techniques most arplica'.e
are 1) a rate gyro system, 2) mechanical linkage, and 3) !ght source
and sensor system. Other approaches such as the oculometer and
IR scanner were not considered because of high development risk or
cost effectiveness.

Rate Gro Sstem. The system mechanization described herein
r-esu-ted from an investigation into the feasibility of using rate gyros
in a heimet optical sighting system. The object of the mechanization
is to accurately measure the helmet position relative to aircraft axes
so that a missile seeker may be slaved to the helmet and its optical
sighting system. The system may be divided into two parts: (1) the
portion which is helmet mounted and (ZI the remainder which is air-
craft mounted. The helmet mounted portion consists only of rate
gyros and buffer amplifiers. Two or three rate gyros are employed.
dependi.ag on whether single or two axis gyro designs are used.
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Although pree~'t technology can produce gyros of 2 ounces maximum
weight, it to expected that micro -miniature sensors of less than
I1/Z ounce in weight will be availabl, within the next year (5 experimental
uni~ts have been mad*). Each gyro and self-contained buffer amplifier
are directly mounted on the helmet and aligned to the helmet axes.
The helmet contain@ an index alignment projection which at the pilot's
selection may be momentarily inserted into an alignment socket on the
aircraft to normalize the system and establish initial conditions.

The aircraft portion of the system consists of a de-nodulator, a
low pass filter, a bias storage circuit to compensate for gyro null
offsets, an integrator, an Euler angle computer, and a summing
amplifier. The summing amplifier combines aircraft anid helmet
information arnd provides a signal to which the missile sicker gyros
or guns may be slaved.

An error analysis baoed on existing production sensor hardware
and thick film electronics techniques indicate system errors between
1. S and 2. S degrees for operating times of up to 5 minutes. After 5
minutes, the pilot would be required to reestablish the initial condi-
tions. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 42.
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Mechanical Linkale (Pantograph &stem). A second system which can
provide line of eight coordinates has been developed by Sperry for use
with a helmet mounted eight. With this approach, the pilot's line of
sight is determined by measuring deflection angles of a mechanical
linkage between the pilot's he1niet and the airframe. A receptacle,
consisting of a permanent mannet on an aluminum housing, is mounted
on the helmet and -ecures the linkage with a force of 8 to 12 pounds.
The receptacle adus 2. 2 ounces to the helmet weight. Full freedom of
movement within the cockpit is afforded to the pilot through a gimbal
system and carriage slide. The gimbals are instrumented with
resolvers to provide the transformation from the sight line to the base
set coordinates.

The accuracy of the system is determined largely by the man
using it. Alignment of the system at the time of installation can be
made to within 2 mile without resorting to complex equipment. Pre-
flight alignment by the pilot can be made to within 3 rrils once he
becomes familiar with the procedure. The remaining error is due to
the man wearing the helmet. Th's eorror is difficult to estimate and
will var" from operator to operator.

The major drawback of this system is the coupling technique.
The mechanicil linkage could constitute a severe safety hazard in the
event of emergency ejection or mechanical lockup.

Light Source and Sensor System. Minneapolis H-oneywell has developed
a 'system that does not require mechanical linkages. The elevation and
azimuth angles defining the attitude of the pilot's line of sight are deter-
mined by an electro-optical surveying technique. Two photo sensors
are mounted on the side of the helmet and are scanned by a light source
assembly (LSA) mounted or. the airframe. The LSA generates two thin
wedges of light that rotate at a constant angular rate. The -ngle
between the light source plane and the helmet mounted photo sensors
(HMPS) is given by the time delay between light detection by the LSA
reference sensors and the HMPS pulses. The diffe;ence betwee, the
measured angle. and the elevation and azimuth sight angles is a simple
trigonometric relatio.-ship that is solved contiruously during operation.
The system will function correctly with any normal head motion and
body motions providing the pilot's head has rotated less than
*60 degrees in azimuth and *30 degrees in elevation.

The HMPS assembly can be added to a standard flight helmet
without modification. The assembly it designed to break away from
the holmet either upon ejection from the aircraft or upon impact.

d
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The system will measure the attitude of the helmet within
12 nliis at rates up to 30 dog/sec. This figure does not include the
human error of designat!on and tracking. A block diagram of this
system is shown in Figure 43.

Error Analyses

The three transducer systems for measurement and transforma-
tion of helmet sight angles described in the previous section were
analyzed. Each of thoese systemm measures helmet attitude and,
subsequently, tracking line of eight.

The miniature rate gyros system measures angular rates about
the helmet coordinate system. The Sperry pantcgraph system uses
direct mechanical linkage to measure four angular degrees of freedom
and one linear degree of freedom. The photo-opzical (Honeywell) sys-
tem uses light sources and mirrors to measure helmet attitude.

Helmet-Mounted Rate Gyro Coupling System.

Error Distribution. The error distributions are shown in
Table XII. These take into account only one gyro at a time and
represent both fixed and dynamic errors. rhey were determined by
analysis of existing devices and the proposed mechanization.
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Table XII. Error Distribution for Gyro System

jSubsystem Unit Error (worst case)

Helmet I. Gyro (60 deg/sec full
scale including vibration) 08 deg/sec
Acceleration sensitive drift
(input and spin axes) *0. 02 degree/g
Scale Factor ±,2. 5%
Linearity *0.3 deg/sec
Zero Set Stability --------

2. Alignment
Inertial Axis to Gyro Case 0.25 deg
Gyro Case to Helmet 0.25 deg

3. Amplifies
Scale Factor *1.0%
Linearity *) 2%

Aircraft 1. Demoddlator
Transfer Function (Gain) *50,
Linearity *1%
Drift Stability ------
Zero OutpLt

2. Integrator
Drift 0.05% /hr
Accuracy *1.0%
Linearity *0. 2571

3. Euler Angle Computer (Determined via
Analysis)

4. DC to AC converter

Transfer Function *1%
Linearity *0. 2%

5. Torquer Amplifier
Scale Factor *1.04
Linearity *0.2%

6. Alignment
Helmet to Aircraft Axis i0.5"/axis

7. Reset Accuracy *0.5%
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Signal Steady State Errors. No helmet or aircraft motion is
assumed. Thee-r-r-orhe're-are due to gyro zero set, and scale factor
and linearity of gyro, preamplifier, and demodulator. Gyro zero set
error, ase ming the low pass filter storage bias combination will
provide 6 bits of correction, is given by

# zero = (0. 08 0 /sec)(60 sectmin)/64 = 0. 075 dog/min.

Scale Factor and linearity errors are given in Table XIIL The
total RSS error due to linearity is 1. 06 percent, and the scale factor
RSS error is 5. 7 percent. The total RSS error due to linearity and
scale factor i* 5. 8 percent.

If the assumed look angle to the target in 30 degrees in either
axis, then the integrated angular error due to electrical steady state
errors is given by

SL = 0.058 x 30 = 1.70 .

Since this is larger than the total allowed system error, the only
way to effect this type of a system is to trim the scale factor of each
unit such that the overall scale factor is the order of I percent. The
total IRSS error due to scale factor and linearity then becomes 1. 4 per-
cent, and the error due to steady state components for a 30 degree look
angle in azimuth or elevation is

-L = 0.42 degrees.

Alternately, if it is assumed that the system (helmet and aircraft)
can be normalized sometime prior to a target sighting, then errors

Table XIII. Scale Factor and Linearity Errors

Device Scale Factor Linearity

Gyro 2.5% 0.3%

Demodulator 5.0% 1.0%

Amplifier 1.0% 0.2%

RSS Total 5.7% 1.06%
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generated at 30 degrees elevation and 60 degrees azimuth (worst case
measurements) would be

Rmax = 0.014x 60 = 0.84 degrees

Imax = 0. 04 x 30 = 0.42 degrees.

Errors Due to Mechanical Misalignment. Mechanical mis-
alignm•nt results in two types of error. First, the actual input is
reduced by the cosine of the misalignment angle in one axis and is
increased by the sine of the misalignment angle in the other axis
(azimuth and elevation). Secondly, the sine of this angle generates
cross coupling between axes. Since the first error is small with
respect to scale factor errors, it is neglected in this analysis. For
condition A, the error is

4cc3 0. 54 degrees.c30

For condition B the errors are

Pitch: cc = 1. 08 degrees
y

Yaw: cc 0. 54 degrees.

Acceleration Generated Errors. To determine worst case
acceleration errors, it was assumed that worst case constituted
45 degrees roll and 30-g-seconds net during any one period. Since
the acceleration sensitive drift is 0. 02 deg/sec/g (Table XII), the
error is

(A = 0. OZ x 30 x sin 450 - 0.420.

Total Errors at Integrator Input. These errors are shown in
Table XIV. For condition A (system normalized after target sighting),
the total RSS syetem error at the integrator input for a 300 angle in
azimuth or elevation is

EtotA =0. 69 degree.
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Table XIV. Total Error& at Integrator Input

Source Error (deg)

Case A (Azimuth and Elevation)

Steady State (30 sec) 0.037

Scale Factor and Linearity 0.42

Mechanical Misalignment 0. 54

Total RSS E'r.or 0.69

Case B Elevation Azimuth

Steady State (5 min) 0.38 0. 38

Scale Factor and Linearity 1.26 0.84

Acceleration 0.42 0.42

Mechanical Misalignment 1.62 1.08

Total RSS Error 2. 13 1.48

For condition B (system normalized before but within 5 minutes of
target detection), the RSS system error for angles of 600 and 30"
(worst case), respectively, is

4 - •2.130
totelev

tot - 1.480.at

Since these errors are greater than the *10 mtiiiradians (0. 58)
allowable for system error, and since integrator, Fuler angle computer.
and torquing amplifiers were not considered, this system was not
deemed feasible for continuing analysis.

Other System Errors. Before termination of this section,
several statements regarding other errors and sensitivities should
be noted. Fuler angle computation is a necessary part of this scheme.
Such computation is necessary because of the three degree-of-freedom
of head motion used to point the helmet along a two degree-of-freedom
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vector in space. The ability to roll the head about the aircraft
coordinate system forces some sort of transformation between head
attitude and aircraft coordinate system. The resulting line of sight
in azimuth and elevation is measured by determining the direction of
the head, i. e., the transformation between the head i vector and the
aircraft coordinate frame. Errors in the gyros, alignment, and
amplifiers located before the integrators in the olystem will then be
spread into all three axes in the Euler angle computer and appear in
the computed azimuth and elevation angles. To these must be added
the errors in computation of azimuth and elevation Angles and gyro
torquing amplifier errors.

To overcome the excessive errors developed here, attitude
gyros of a type whose accuracy is comparable to body mounted
attitude gyros used in strapped-down attitude reference systems would
have to be developed. The goal of such a design is to successfully
miniaturize the gyros for mounting on a helmet without loss of attitude
accuracy. Along with gain in accuracy, dynamic error caused by the
three integrators would be eliminated. However, mounting errors
would still play a significant role in such a system.

Mechanical Linkage (Pantograph) System. Errors in pantograph
linkage system can be attributed to three sources:

1. Linkage errors,

2. Helmet-to- aircraft coordinate transforr.mation errors, and

3. Installation errors.

An error analysis was performed at Sperry (Univac) by physical
measurement of errors in the pantograph and theoretical errors in the
coordinate transformation device.

Installation E~rrors. These errors are determined by physical
alignment of the reticle in the sighting device with the receptacle at
the rear of the helmet. This was determined to be adjustable to
within 2 milliradians by the manufacturer.

Pantograph (Linkage) Errors. The linkage contains four
resolvers. Measuremen-t of positioning data was made via tneodolite
and a special test fixture. To facilitate the reading of the angles
resulting from positioning the theodolite to some angular position in
space, two follow-up servos were used to duplicate the deflection and
elevation sightiiai gngles. They in turn positioned dials from which
the linkage elevation and deflection angles were read. Inaccuracies
of the theodolite, linkage adapter, and follow-up servos are inherently
included in the data.
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The volume of space in which the linkage can operate is quite
large. For instance. a longitudinal movement equal to the length of
the linkage rails is possible. Lateral movements equal to the length
of the linkage arm And verticle movements equal to the length of the
arm are possible. To obtain a measure of accuracy for a typical
volume of space, the theodolite was positioned to five different loca-
tions. Figure 44 indicates the relative positions of the theodolite.

The standard deviation for any angular position within the volume
was calculated to be

1/2

rLinkage = n- = 3.95 mile

Computer Errors. The only error considered here was analog
to digital conversion error, since errors due to computation are
included in the pantograph system test fixtures. The analog to digital
converter has a 13 bit register with a 3w accuracy equal to 0. 1 percent
of full scale, *I bit truncation. The deflection register will have a full
scale value proportional to 90 degrees or 1600 mils, therefore,

(0. 1%) (1600 mile) = 1. 6 mils and

I A-D converter = 0. 533 mile *1 bit.

The least significant bit has - value of (1/4096) (1600 mils) = 0. 392
mils if one bit is reserved for the sign of the angle, hence,

orA-D converter = 0.533 + 0.392 = 0.925 mile, and

XA-D converter = 0.

" ;0 S1 t-04• 4 POSIM•4 I

POSITION

-0 - -'

- I.

- POSITI"Sirh" ,

I A_ I o10""

Figure 44. Volume of Space
for Sighting Operation
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Total System Errors. Combining all these deviations, we can
find the total system standard deviation. This represents the RMS
error of the Sperry helmet sight system as follows:

2 22

O 2 Total = A-2D + 2 Installation +a 2 Linkage.

2 22= (0.925) + (2.0) + (3.95) , and

a Total = 5.44 Milliradians

Light Source and Sensor System

Introduction. I"his section deals with the error analysis of the
Honeywell helmet sight concept. It has been abstracted from Honeywell
Document 12536-05-046-001-D(A) - an error analysis which was
developed for Lockheed, California Company as a portion of Honeywell's
work on the Cheyenne helicopter helmet sight. Although the helmet
sight concept has evolved since this analysis was made, it is felt that
hardware changes since that time do not significantly alter the error
analysis. This analysis includes errors contributed by both coupling
and sight devices.

Figure 45 shows the helmet sight system and its five major
subsystems:

1. Man,

2. Helmet Sight and Sensor Assembly (HSSA).

3. Light Source Assembly (LSA),

4. Sensor Electronics Assembly (SEA), and

5. Angle Conversion Unit (ACU).

The design specification for the system requires that the static
error of the azimuth and elevation angle outputs, in aircraft axes,
shall not exceed *10 mrad. The error budget for the system has been
set as follows:

HSSA 3 mrad.

LSA

Internal Errors 9 mrad.
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Figure 45. Error Sources in Helmet Sight System

External Errors 1. 5 mrad. /axis

Second Order Effects 2. 5 mrad.

Hlelmet Sight and Sen~sor Assembly Errors. The HSSA errors

are two-fold:

1. Mechanical repeatability error associated with unstowing the
reticle projection combiner and

2.Sensor position error due to misalignment between eyepiece
line of dight and'Tvactor (see Figure 46).

Repeatability error is a function of the snap-to-fit tolerance of
tht- combiner relative to the helmet sight bracket. The resulting error
is defined as
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Figure 46. Eyepiece Alignment

If h 2". w 0. 5". and a I mil maximum error is desired. then
tolerances on h and w are 0. 002" and 0. 0005 ", respectively. Note that
increasing h and w decrease the repeatability error.

Sensor position error depends on finding the active centers of the
photo sensors. The magnitude of the error is the positional tolerance
divided by the distance between the photo sensors. That is,

1- A AIY + X b i

S 2S S ZS Cos a

whe re

sin ft a and sin Z o b2S 2S coo a
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Note that increasing sensor separation S decreases sensor position
error. As an example, if sensor separation S = 8", a= 300, 4= 300,
and location of active element and mounting accuracy = 0. 008" in each
direction,

•o_0. 008" 0.:008"
40 0 .0081"+ 0.001" + 0.0005" 1.5 mil

81 oo x "8"°0"

4 00. 0081, + z 0.01 .01x .051
8" 8 x coo 30" 0.001" +0.005?"

1. 1.57 int1.

.ight Source Assembly Errors. The LSA provides the reference
between'aircraft axes and the pilot's line of sight. ISA errors are
two-fold:

1. External mounting error due to misalignment between air-
craft &xes and intended location of the LSA and

2. Internal LSA error due to mirror alignment error (highly
critical), angle measurement error, and source location
errr.

In F`gSre 47, axis Z is vertical and in the plane of the rotating
lights. Axis Y ,a at the midpoint between and parallel to the axes of
the rotating lights. Axis X is perpendicular to the Y-Z plane and is
at the intersection of 'he Y and Z axes.

Recall that the maxit-rum alignment error is 1. 5 mrad about each
axis, yieading a one-sigma error of 0. 5 mrad. The one-sigma errors
in q, and a due to aliKnment errors about each axis of the ISA are

Angular error about Z axis:

0.5 mrad.

Angular error about Y axis:

.1,0 0.5 ii - Co. ( 4 45)j mrad.
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Angular error about X axis:

S- 0

A 0.5 Cos { 45) mrad.

Internal LSA errors arise from the manufacturing process and
ar'• basically due to errors in mirror alignment, angle measurement,
and scurce location.

The mirro- alignment errors Is the Achilles Heel of the helmet
sight system, based on realizable tolerances. Mirror errors are
defined in terms of a rotation from the mirror normal as shown in
Figure 48 where.

ANGX - misalignment to top mirror about axis between -Z and
+X,

ANGY : misalignment to top mirror about LSA Y-axis,

EXXX - misalignment of bottom mirror about axis between, and
-X and -Z

EYYY misalign.-ent of bottom mirror about LSA Y-axis.

These rotations are measured about the cen'er point of the mirror
which are directly in line wit'i the light beam when the motor is at
zero angle. 1hese mirror errors arise during manufacturing due to
indexing from the ISA :eferelice surface -. ) obtain the 45ý) mirror
angle. This corresponds to errors ANGY and EYYY of the top and
bottom mirrors. Angular !:rors ANGX and EXXX of these mirrors
arise due to the run-out of the machine as it makes a traverse cut
*,'ong the v axis.

AngulaLr measurement errors are random, and their effect upon
system accuracy is depr !nt or the cockpit configurat;on. These
errors are due to uncezr ties in the LSA motor sput-d, finite detector
size. variations in rise time, variaticn, in light beam edge- definition,
and variation it nmirror surfaces. E-7,jr sensitivity expressions
relatin, 4p, and a to el. 82. 03, e4 (angles betwe.rn 1SA reference ax'a
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ERROR SOUIR(CS OR MImRORS AND SIDE VIEW OF LSA SHOINic
MGTOR AXIS L OCATION DFINIMTION OF INTERNAL

ERRORS

45 *ANGLE X

"'ANGLE X

~ANGLE Y ~SC3SZd:AGE
• S2[ (1 ANGE

/ 90 , (YYY

LSA Vz C LSA X

L SAZ

Figure 48. Error Sources for Mirrors
and Motor Axis Location

and HSSA photo sensors) may be obtained by partial differ.-ntiation

which yields:

A 2tan C 3

AB' I~tan 841
O KS cots a j23

0tan 6
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A0 D2 tanO 9 JI4 - KScoao a 4

4,10 KS coAn' + tan 4 tan & tan a1

z r]e KScos o 4 - tan qi tan a tan e4 Ae02

2 Scoa Cs4, 4] 2e' n

I + tan4% tan a tan 62] 14 664 KScoos a coo 4

6
where A and B are the distance from the lower light source to the fore

and aft photo sensors, respectively, and C and D are the distances from
the upper light dource to the fore and aft photo detectors, respectively.
Note that decreasing the iight source distance to the helmet (A, B, C,
n) decreased angular measurement error.

Laboratory experiments have shown one-sigma error on A0 1

e2 -x Ae 3 z A0 4 = 0. 408 mrad. The above equations were evaluated
for K = 6". S = 8". 0s 4 :5900, and the results are shown in Figure 49.

The last major LSA contributor is the source locatiq. error,
which is the error in locating the motor axis. An error in locating the
motor axis by an amount CX along the LSA X-axis (Figure 50) results
in an error of Z CX, i.e.,

K1 ZCX+K.

The system error is then

A Z CX&

K

A CX 1

K
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Figure 49. Error Equation Solution

1 i L. Cx

Figure 50. LSA Side View

If the motor axis is positioned along the LSA Z-axis, such that the
motor is not centered between the two mirrors, the effect is equivalent
to a misalignment of the LSA about its Y-axis. This misalignment is
an angle equal to 2 CZ/K and results from the position error of the
virtual sources.

A simulated LSA error model has baen analyzed by Honeywell.
Table XV given the error coefficients used in the analysis.

The elevation error for the various error sources is

A*= (0.1+ 0. 135 SX -0. 67S S

+ 10. 4+O0.3 JL 41ýA - 1. 35 1,,- 4±1 ) AY

+04+ 0.4 6 (J1iý.45) EX
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Table XV. Designation of Error Sources

Corre-
Name sponding Frror Source

Coefficient

CX Y I LSA lens holder position error in X

HEP y Human error in pitch

HEY y3 Human error in yaw

EPMP Y4 Eyepiece in pitch

EPMY y5 Eyepiece repeatability in yaw

ANGX y6 Top mirror misalignment about LSA X-axis

ANGY Y7 Top mirror misalignment about LSA Y-axis

EXXX y 9 Bottom mirror misalignment about LSA X and
Z axis

EYYY y10 Bottom mirror misalignment about LSA Y axis

SIE(I) Y12 Sensor I mechanical position error in X
SIE(2) y13 Sensor 1 mechanical position error in Y

SIE(2) y 14 Sensor I mechanical position error in Z

S2E (1) y is Source location error in X

SZE (2) I16 Source location error in Y

S2E (3) Y1 7  Source location error in Z

SAXX y LSA misalignmnt about X axis
18

SAYY Y 0 LSA misalignment about Y axis

SAZZ y o LSA misalignment about Z axis

FIASE y 1 LSA motor speed error

COMF4: y22 Computer truncation error

ZCD) y23 Zero reference detector position error
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+ 0.3 - 2.25 -R- - 0.78 45 EY

+ 0.48 FLSAE + 30(:• -454) ZCD

+4- CX,
30

which can be written

Aa = (0. 1 + 0. 003,) ¥18 - (0.675 + 0.015. 9)',

+ (-0.4 - 0. 01• + 0. 00022 -)N + (1. 35 - 0.0 -)Y'7

+ (0.4 - 0. 0133a + 0. 00030a )Y

+(i1. 08 - 0.075o - 0. 0175 ) 'f[O + 0. 48 ,
10 21

+ (-30 + 0. 6f,7

+ 0. 13 io

The elevation error for the LSA is of the form

+ Xo + X3  + k a
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This model can be seen to include the effects of HSSA error andSEA error. It is a complete characterization of the system azimutherror. A summary of system errors is given in Table XVI.

The azimuth errcr for the various LSA error sources is

2.2 + 1. 5 AX +.3 AL AY45 30

+ 2.4 + 1.5t .: + /Y0 - 412 (J4) 30 ý 45)) EX

45 3 5

+ 54 - FLSAE - 4.8 ZCD

+ 7.78 - CX - 0.96 - CZ,
45 30

which can be written

12.2 + 0.00074 •2 - 0.0666, + 1.498 Y6 + (0.076a)Y

+ . 4 + 0.00074,4ý - 0.6664' + 1.498 + -"3- - 0.033a Y9

+ (716 - 0. 16A + 0.03&) Yi0

+ (1.2 54)y - 0. 16a(ZCD)

f ( 0 . 1 7 3 , . 7 . 7 8 5 )'01  0 0 3 -1 a Y 1 7

The, a,,xinuth rrror for the, !.SA 13 of the- form

10 2 a + 0 +
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Sensor Electronic Assembly Error. Relative to the remainder of the
system, the SEA is nearly error free. SEA errors are

1. Error in digitizing the pick-off signal and

2. Error in rounding-off computed output angle.

Errors Resulting from Use of Display or Reticle. In this section,
the errors developed in pointing the helmet with reticle at the target
are examined, Included in pointing errors Are line of sight errors
generated by the sight and human errors due to head tracking. For
the sight errors, two devices were investigated - a helmet sight
of the type proposed by either Honeywell or Univac and the Hughes
helmet mounted display.

Helmet Mounted Reticle Errors. Errors generated in the
Honeywell Helmet Sight and Sensor Assembly were discussed pre-
viously. The errors were shown to be caused by mechanical
repeatability associated with unstowing the reticle projection combiner
(&a) and sensor position error due to misalignment between the eye-
piece line of sight and the S vector (A4i). Results of this analysis
showed that:

&a = 1. 5 milliradian and

Aqj = 1. 57 milliradian.

The Sperry sight reticle was not subjected to a detailed analysis.
The manufacturers claim that alignment can be made to within 3 milli-
radians by individual adjustment of the reticle (which is focused at
infinity) and another infinity focused reticle mounted on the fixture
holding a magnetic latch between the linkage and the helmet.

Helmet Mounted Display Reticle Errors. In the optics design
for a HMD discussed earlier, an on-axis reflective system was
determined to be best. The reticle can either be permanently fixed
on the eyepiece or projected on the eyepiece via the CRT and optics.
Errors for sighting using either approach are of the two types seen
in the reticle systems: 1) unstowing and misalignment errors and
2) parallax errors. If the reticle is fixed on the eyepiece, errors
will be the same as those previously discussed. Worst case
parallax errors for a displayed reticle were determined to be 1. 1 milli-
radians for vertical error and 0. 02 milliradians for horizontal errors.
Using data for the Honeywell unstowing and misalignment errors, the
worst case RMS errors become

2 2 1/2
•V fI.: T = (1.572.+ 1. 12) ; 1.86 milliradians

1/2

IORIZ = (1.572 + 0.022) 1.57 rniluiradians
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Therefore, the addition of display parallax errors do not significantly
contribute to overall system error. A CRT generated reticle would
also incur deflection system errors.

Other Error Sources Not Covered in This Analysis

Human Tracking Error. This error source does rnot vary among
the three techniques for angle pickoff or the two techniques for sight.-
tng. In all cases, the sight is used to position the helmet x axis aiong
the line of sight vector to the target. Static errors contr.buted by
helmet misfit were not studied. Helmet attitude can be picked off by
any one of the three angle pickoff techniques and converted by a suita,.ble
scheme (Euler angle conversion) to aircraft coordinates. Thus, the
direction of the helmet x-axis (the 'i unit vector) in aircraft c-ordinatas
yields azimuth ( ) and elevation (0) angles (see Figure 51). Human
tracking error is dependent or how well the human can 1) position the
helmet over the line of sight vector to a target and 2) track the target
(or the line of sight vector).

This is a dynamic error dependent upon target angular rate.

Results of tracking studies are shown in Figures rZ aid
53. They illustrate the relationship between radial sighting error

Z

v J "I. -

Figiure 5 1. Helmet and Aircraft 'ourdinxte Systems
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and target angular rate. Figure 52 shows the degree to which results
of flight test data correspond to laboratory studies. Figure 53 shows
the differences between experienced and inexperienced operators.
Worst case tracking error is of the order of 0.3 *3. 0 degrees. This is
from flight tests with total hardware error included.

Wirdscreen Errors. These errors have not been investigated
as windscreen data is not available for analysis.

Pointing Accuracy of Sensor Devices. Since errors generated
in Euler angle conversion to azimuth and elevation were not determined
for this analysis, errors of this nature are not included. Errors
generated in computation of comrmand! azimuth and c-levation line of
niRht errors for a sensor sys'em are of two types. First, there
exist errors due to compumatlon, that is, errors arise due to roundoff
of computed numbers (the choice of Euler angles sets irom among the
12 possible sets and elements in the computer). Secondly, &here are
crosscouplirg errors due to t.e conversion from helmet to aircraft
coordinate systems. These errors depend directly upon the pick-off
device used.

Results and Conclusions

Helmet Mounted Rate Gyro System. Earlier in this Section, it
was shown that the system error amounted to approximately 2 degrees.
This !arge errqw plus the 'equirement for frequent realignment of the
system clearly demonstrates the impracticality of this approach wNen
compared to the other two systems.

Pantograph Technique. The total error (or the pantograph.
or direct coupling, scheme is given by

tot 0inkage comp installation

(3.95? + (0. 925) + 2 1

5. 44 milliradians ( I )
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Photo Optical Technique. Taking into consideration the practical
limits of mechanical tolerances, alignmnent accuracy, and the electronic
timing and computer accuracy, the system will measure the attitude of
the sight within 8. 05 milliradians (3wr).

Sighting System. When sighting systems are considered with
helmet attiitude measurement sm tems, the errors are found to bt
similar for both the pantograph and photo-optical systems. For the
pantograph technique.

4TOT = (16.39z + 3) =

= 6. 20 milliradians.

For the Honeywell technique, the error was -hown to be

'TOT 8. 05 milliradians.

Addition of a helmet mounted display adds 1. 1 milliradians to the
vertical axis, causing the total error to increase to

'TOT = 8. 12 milliradians.

As a conclusion, the direct coupled and ph )to-optical systems meet the
10 milliradianc requirement nf the system, and selection must be based
on other criteria. The results are oummarized in Table XVIL.

Table XVII. Error Analysis Results

System Azimuth E'rror Elevation Error

Gyro Technique >1 degree > >! degree

6.20 mil,,

Photo-optical Technique S.05 mils H . 05 mils

Pantograph Technique 6.20 nmilis 6. 20 mils

Additional Error Dur !. 12 mils 0. 02 mils
to Display
(Parallax Only)
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Recommendations

Of the three candidat, line of sight pick-off systems investigated,
the light source and sensor systerm is recommended. Table XVIII
sun narizes the relative mez:is of the devices considered.

The major drawback to the rate gyro system ls the large error
which varies with time and would require frequent reestablishment of
the initial conditions. Since a gy.ro is referenced to the earth's gravi-
tational field, aircraft flight parameters such as pitch, roll, and yaw
must enter into the calculations which would contribute additional
errors.

The mechanical linkage system developed by Sperry is simple in
design and is appropriate for applications where pilot ejection from the
aircraft is not a consideration (such as a helicopter). For a high per-
formance aircraft, the linkage could constitute a severe safety hazard
in the event of emergency ejection.

The light source and sensor system (Honeywell) meets the
accuracy requirements, does not present a safety hazard, and is
considered to be a moderate development risk system.
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SECTION VI

RECOMMENDED HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY/SIGHT
SYSTEM DESIGN

In arriving at the optimum system configuration for a combination

display and sight, the following elements must be considered:

1. CRT,

2. Optics,

3. Electrical and mechanical design, and

4. Line of sight pick-off technique.

Within each element, tradeoffs and analyses have been conducted as a
means of arriving at the optimum configuration.

The recommended helmet mounted display/sight is illustrated
in Figures 54 and 55. It consists of a Honeywell-type light source and
sensoe- pickoff device for measuring the helmet line of sight, a
CR 3015 CRT for the display device, and on-axis reflective optics for
presenting the collimated display to the pilot. Figure 55 is an artist's
conception of the physical configuration.

All of the CRTs evaluated met the basic p-saformance
reqkdirements and were, therefore, acceptable. The CR 3015 was the
only unit available with the CRT and deflection yoke potted in the shield
as an integral unit. The mechanical requirements for the system make
the deflection yoke size and weight as important as the CRT charac-
teristics. On this basis, the CR 3015 was selected.

In arriving at the optimum optical configuration, primary
emphasis was placed on field of view, large exit pupil, light weight,
and low optical errors. The preliminary optical design indicrted that
the on-axis reflective type was the only approach that would fulfill all
of the requirements.

Primary consideration in the selection of the line of sight pick-off
technique wag�wiven to accuracy and safety. While both the Honeywell
and Sperry techniques meet the accuracy requirements, it is felt that
the Sperry systern utilizing mechanical linkages and a bar constitute
a potential safety hazard in an aircraft such as the F-IS.

Its
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SECTION VII

RECOMMENDED FUTURE RESEARCH

This study has analyzed and studied general designs, applicaticns,
and problems of a helmet mounted sight/display system. The results
of tiiis work point favorably to the potential use of such a system in
advanced tactical aircraft. Both the applications, analyses, and labor-
atory/flight test evaluations have bounded the questions which must be
answered for the development of a HMD/HMS system to proceed to
operational employment. The next step in research and development
for such systems must evaluate specific design parameters as they
relate to the projected applications. To accomplish this goal, Hughes
recommends a laboratory research program which can investigate a
number of parameters across a broad range of values within the con-
text of real world tasks, and a design optimization study for HMS/HMD
electrical, mechanical, and optical configuratio-a design.

LABORATORY RESEARCH

It is recommended that the research not be tied to a specific
helmet sight/display. The reason for this is that using a specific
helmet display or displays would seriously limit the variables and
range of values that could be studied. Farthermore, if specific dis-
plays were used, itwould be ext.remely difficult to determine the
ititeraction effects of the variables that need to be studied. For
research of this type, the interactions are often more important than
the main effects with respect to eventý.al system design. In order to
provide the range of variables and interactions among these variables,
the apparatas must provide flexibility not afforded by existing helmet
mounted cathodc ray tube displays.

"[he parameters and their range which should be studied are

listed in "'able VII-1. The laboratory studies would provide data to:

1. Determine HMS/HMD optimum design values,

2. Provide preliminary performance iata on the use of a
HMS/HMD, and

3. Evaluate basic psychological a:ud psychophysical questions
concerning the use of a HMS/HMD.

All the potential applications developed during the study (27 separate
potential applications) could not be Individually investigated in a
laboratory research program becaase Lf the magnitude of such a
progdramt. Kreover. the program should not be specific to L particular
aircraft system; it should have general application to any number of
aircraft systems which could profit by a helmet sight/display system.

119
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Table XIX. Study Pararneters ;or Recommended

Laboratory Research Program

Paran-~er Parameter Range Comments

Monocular versus Monocular versus Biocular may be
biocular HMS/HMD biocular better fm- low level

signal detection tasks

Degree of HMD Completely occluded Optimum amount of
occulsion to 50 percent light occlusion is dependent

transmission on tube brightness and

ambient light

CRT brightness I to 1000 ft. lamberts

Brightness contrast 2:1 to 30:1 (Highlight Vary ambient light
brightness to black intensity 10,000 ft. L
level) to 0. 01 ft. L.

Gray Scale 2 to 12 Dependent on CRT
brightness contrast
factors

Color and color Dichroic lens effect Separation of images
contrast P1hosphor color by hue contrast may

may reduce brightness
contrast requirements

Depth of Fo-us Collimated from a May affect tendency
to 1 ft. for binocular rivalry

to occur

Field of view and 25" - 60" display Upper !imit on mag-
Magnification FOV. lower limit nification depmndent

on magnification 0.8 on the type of task

It is. thertfore. recommended that general classes of applications or
taskd be studied with the parameters Itsted in T&'.le XIX. These
general tasks should encompass:

I. Use of the HMS as an acquisttion and tracking device as for
head-up air-to-air and air-to-ground acquisition.

Z. Use of the HMD as a sensor display, as for Walleye and
Maverick TV display.
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3. Use of the HMD as an information display as for tactical
electronic warfare data display or a chart/map informationi
display, and

4. Ilse of a ccmbined HMS/HMD as a sensor pointing device
and sensor display as for low altitude rnavigation and hnding
using FLIR or TV, or as for Maveri'.k weapon delivery.

The recommended laboratory research would provide basic design
and system capability data fcr general applications. This research
should be followed by a second research prograr.m using specific
HMS/HMD equipment based on the design d,&ta developed in the first
program. The objective of the second research phase would be to
evaluate particular HMS/HMD designs for specific advanced tactical
aircraft system tasks. Finally, selected design(s) should be subjected
to flight test evaluation for final verification and collection of perform-
ance data in the actual operational environment.

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

As a result of the analysis and tradeoffs, a recommended design
approach has beer, presented. While a preliminary design does exist,
it remains to be optimized for maximum performance and suitable
mechanical configuration. In particular, the areas that require a more
detail design for the purpose of optimization are 1) optics, 2) exit
pupil, 3) distribution of the weight, 4) latching device, and 5) retrac-
tion device. The interplay of the mechanical, optical. and human
elements must result in a final configuration which has minimum
weight. minimum complexi.ty. minimum adjustments, and maximum
utility.
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